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Abstract
DISRUPTING INEQUITABLE PRACTICES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: PRIVILEGING
STUDENT AND FAMILY VOICES
Armineh Hallaran
CUNY Hunter College, 2022
Committee Mentor:
Jennifer Samson, EdD
Black, Latinx, and other minoritized students have long been overrepresented in the highincidence, subjective, disability classifications including Learning Disability, Speech and
Language Impairment, Emotional Disturbance, and Intellectual Impairment. Special education
places these students on trajectories that deny them access to quality education and the same
postschool outcomes and opportunities as their nondisabled peers. Using Disability Critical Race
Theory (DisCrit), and grounded theory analysis this study foregrounds the voices of minoritized
middle school students receiving special education under high-incidence classifications. DisCrit
allowed for an investigation of how student’s intersecting marginalized identities impacted their
experiences as special education students. Further, Education Journey Mapping was used to
explore the experiences of Jason, a Black middle school student labeled with a Speech and
Language Impairment, as he coped with life at the general-special education divide. Finally,
additional research questions for this study were designed to facilitate understanding of how
families of these students conceptualized special education and disability as it related to their
children. Findings demonstrated the varied ways families supported and advocated for their
children. Implications for teachers and school leaders include rejecting deficit views of
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minoritized families, creating programming that invites families' strengths into classrooms, and
building more inclusive programming in general education settings.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
“Because what we think drives what we do (and vice versa), the way we frame difference has
personal, material consequences for students and for the LD field as a whole” Reid & Valle,
2004, p. 467).
My first year as a teacher, I was assigned to a self-contained special education class at a
New York City public school. My windowless classroom was in the furthest corner of the
building and resembled a junkyard when I first walked in. I remember looking around that dark
and dusty room wondering what exactly I had gotten myself into. I had a lot of questions that
first year. What exactly was Emotional Disturbance? Why did half my class of eleven Black and
Latinx boys have this classification on their IEPs? Why weren’t my students allowed to play
with the other classes during recess? As the year progressed my sense of unease grew. I
questioned whether this total exclusion from general education was truly helpful to my students.
At the time, my only way of thinking about disability was through the medical model. Having no
other way to conceptualize difference, I participated in special education practices I now see as
deeply unjust. Now, with an expanded view of disability informed by the social model and
Disability Critical Race Theory, I recognize how special education is used to preserve general
education as a space free from disability and how I have been complicit in inequitable practices
including the overrepresentation of minoritized students in special education under the highincidence classifications. With this new understanding comes a responsibility to advocate for
students at risk of being labeled as disabled and removed from general education spaces. This
research takes a step toward disrupting inequitable practices in special education by centering the
experiences of minoritized students and their families.
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Chapter Two’s manuscript, “Disrupting Inequitable Practices in Special Education:
Privileging Voices of Middle School Students with High-Incidence Disability Classifications,”
uses a DisCrit lens to center the experiences of middle school students receiving special
education services under one of the high-incidence classifications. A grounded theory approach
was used to answer the following research questions: What are the self-reported lived
experiences of minoritized middle school students receiving special education services under the
high-incidence classifications of learning disability, intellectual disability, speech and language
impairment or emotional disturbance within an urban school district? Findings included student’s
lack of awareness of their special education status and mixed reviews on the quality and
helpfulness of the services they were receiving.
Chapter Three, “Resisting Deficit Narratives of Minoritized Families: Exploring
Conceptualizations of Special Education and Disability Using a DisCrit Lens” focuses on
parent/guardian perspectives on disability and special education focused on answering questions
related to families’ perceptions of disability and special education: In what ways are minoritized
families of students with IEPs involved in their children’s schooling? How do families
conceptualize special education and disability? In what ways do they alternately accept and resist
imposed disability labels? Findings demonstrated the varied ways families supported their
children’s learning and revealed a continuum of responses where families alternately accepted
and rejected their children’s status as disabled students.
Chapter Four, “I Just Call Myself Hallway Jay Cause I’m Always in the Hallway:” Seeking
Safety at the General-Special Education Divide,” uses DisCrit, with attention to the sociospatial
dialectic (Soja, 2010), to investigate the lived experiences of Jason, a Black middle school
student receiving special education under a Speech and Language Impairment classification.
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Data gathered from student interviews and Education Journey Mapping sought to answer the
following questions: What are the lived school experiences of a Black middle school student
with the high-incidence disability classification of Speech and Language Impairment? What
impact did special education placement have on this multiply-marginalized student as he
negotiated school spaces? Key findings showed how Jason’s special education status failed to
provide him with supports he needed to be successful at school and how Jason tried to cope by
removing himself from stressful classroom spaces.
Finally, Chapter Five briefly discusses implications of this study and calls for additional
research that centers the experiences of minoritized students and families.
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CHAPTER II
Disrupting Inequitable Practices in Special Education: Privileging Voices of Middle School
Students with High-Incidence Disability Classifications
Introduction
Scholars spanning five decades have described the longstanding problem of the
overrepresentation of minoritized students in special education (Artiles et al., 2010; Bal, 2017;
Dunn, 1968; Skiba et al., 2006). Rather than promoting equity and justice, the 1954 Brown v.
Board of Education Supreme Court ruling and subsequent special education legislation created
new ways of perpetuating segregation in schools through the racialization of disability (Blanchett
et al., 2005; Cavendish et al., 2015; Connor, 2017; Ferri & Connor, 2005). Research has revealed
that inappropriate placement of minoritized students in special education limits their educational
opportunities and achievement, constrains their post school outcomes and fuels the School-toPrison Pipeline (Annamma et al., 2014; Artiles et al., 2010).
While the causes of overrepresentation are complex, one reason this phenomenon persists
stems from the systematic silencing and marginalization of minoritized students and families
within special education processes. The dominance of the medical model of disability and the
professionalization of the field of special education restricts students’ and families’
opportunities to participate meaningfully in special education decision-making rendering their
strengths, needs, concerns, and goals invisible. In other words, special education’s obsession
with medicalization privileges professional expertise and assumes students and their families
have nothing of value to contribute (Ferguson et al., 2013; Kalyanpur & Harry, 2012; Reid &
Valle, 2004). The passage of legislation mandating that students, families, teachers, and other
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school personnel be treated as equal members of the IEP team has done little to promote equal
participation in practice (IDEA 2004; Kalyanpur & Harry, 2012).
Further, minoritized communities contend with deficit views that locate blame within
students and their families when they fail to conform to white middle class notions of academic
and behavioral success (Ahram et al., 2011; Harry et al., 2005). In addition to contributing to the
overrepresentation of Black and other minoritized students in the subjective, high-incidence
disability categories, including learning disability (LD), intellectual disability (ID), speech and
language impairment (SLI), and emotional disturbance (ED), deficit views legitimate
exclusionary practices that sideline student and family involvement in special education
including referral and eligibility determination, Individual Education Program (IEP)
development, and placement decisions. High-stakes educational decisions made with partial or
inaccurate information based on deficit views of students and their families exacerbate
overrepresentation by misinterpreting student’s needs, inappropriately disabling them, and
resegregating them into restrictive settings where they receive lower quality special education
supports and experience higher rates of exclusionary discipline than their white counterparts
(Ferri & Connor, 2005; Harry & Klingner, 2014; Waitoller et al., 2010).
Despite extensive research documenting the existence of disproportionality and its causes
and consequences for students, claims have been made recently that minoritized students are
underrepresented in special education (Morgan et al., 2015). While scholars have raised concerns
about the deficit-oriented arguments and methods underlying this work (Collins et al., 2016),
these views have gained traction both in the academy and in the press surfacing deeply held
beliefs related to the kinds of knowledge and research that are valued in a cishteropatriarchal
society. Given the existence of this divide within the field of special education, additional
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qualitative research that centers the lived experiences of multiply marginalized students is
necessary.
Centering Student Voice
The utility of including student voices in research has been studied extensively (Mitra,
2004). Seeking to understand student’s perceptions of their experiences in school can create
more equitable power balances between young people and adults, support the development of a
critical consciousness in students, and “counter discriminatory and exclusionary tendencies in
education” (Cook-Sather, 2006, p.367; Gonzalez et al., 2016).
Studies focused on the experiences of high school students and young adults identified as
having disabilities revealed students perceptions of inequitable and stigmatizing practices in
special education (Annamma, 2014; Craft & Howley, 2018; Connor, 2008; Connor et al., 2020;
Dávila, 2015) and showed that despite provisions in IDEA 2004 that expand the rights of
students aged fourteen and up to participate in IEP development and transition planning, students
often feel they have little influence over decision-making (Cavendish & Connor, 2018; Trainor,
2007). These studies offer valuable insight into the lived experiences of minoritized students
labeled as disabled as they grapple with the implications of their intersecting marginalized
identities.
Researchers foregrounding middle school voices have also made gains in understanding
student’s school experiences during this important time (Voight, 2015; Moss et al., 2007; Gunter
& Thomson, 2007). Adolescence is a critical time when young people develop physically and
psychologically and become increasingly independent. Despite this, few studies investigated
perspectives of middle school students receiving special education (Koomen, 2016; Sullivan, et
al., 2015). Given the continued overrepresentation of Black and other minoritized groups in
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special education, the questionable quality of special education supports, poor outcomes
associated with special education placement, and practices that exclude students and families
from full participation in special education decision-making, research that privileges the
experiences of these students is warranted.
Purpose of the Study
Existing research provides extensive information that investigates the layered causes of
overrepresentation, discusses statistics detailing how various minoritized groups are affected,
describes dismal student outcomes, and documents and critiques attempts to resolve the problem.
Despite this robust body of work, little is known about the real-life experiences of students after
special education recommendations are made. The purpose of this study is to understand, and
bring to the forefront, the experiences of minoritized middle school students as they navigate
special education placement in a large, urban district. Since minoritized students are
overrepresented in high-incidence, subjective categories, this research focuses on students with
classifications of LD, ID, SLI, and ED. Perspectives of middle school students are particularly
valuable given that middle school performance often determines high school opportunities.
Further, while IDEA 2004 requires student participation in IEP development and transition
planning beginning at age fourteen, middle school students below this age limit are less likely to
attend IEP meetings and thus have fewer opportunities to share their experiences, and concerns.
The following research question guided this study: What are the self-reported lived
experiences of minoritized middle school students receiving special education services under the
high-incidence classifications of learning disability, intellectual disability, speech and language
impairment or emotional disturbance within an urban school district?
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Disability Critical Race Studies
Drawing from Critical Race Theory (CRT), and Disability Studies (DS), Disability
Critical Race Theory (DisCrit) analyzes the interdependent relationship between racism and
ableism (Annamma, Connor, Ferri, 2016). DisCrit acknowledges that race and disability are
social constructs that position those who do not conform to white, middle-class, able-bodied
norms as inferior and subject to systematic oppression (Annamma et al., 2016). Using an
intersectional approach, DisCrit reveals the ways students with multiple marginalized identities
are denied access to equitable educational opportunities. Annamma et al. (2016) explained:
We believe that students of color who have been labeled with dis/abilities live in this
same complex world where they do not fit neatly into any one category. However, for
students of color, the label of dis/ability situates them in unique positions where they are
considered “less than” White peers with or without dis/ability labels, as well as their nondisabled peers of color. In brief, their embodiment and positioning reveal ways in which
racism and ableism inform and rely upon each other in interdependent ways. (p. 13).
DisCrit is therefore a powerful tool in examining how the racialization of disability perpetuates
systems of inequity and facilitates understanding the special education experiences of multiply
marginalized students.
Given its foundations in DS and CRT, DisCrit is particularly useful in understanding how
disproportionality in special education is created and reproduced (Annamma et al., 2016;
Connor, et al., 2008). DisCrit rejects the medicalization of disability and “challenges beliefs
about the inferiority of the intelligence and culture of people of color, born within pseudosciences and later upheld by contemporary assessment practices” (Annamma, et al., 2016, p. 23).
DisCrit reveals how adherence to the medical model and the continued location of deficits within
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individuals ignores racial inequities that persist in schooling (Annamma, Morrison, & Jackson,
2014). Instead, this framework encourages interrogation of the “interactions, procedures,
discourses, and institutions of education” and how these differentially affect the educational
trajectories of students of color and their White counterparts (Annamma et al., 2016, p. 14).
Further, DisCrit troubles the concept of disproportionality since this term implies the existence of
a “correct” proportion of minoritized students who “should” be placed in special education.
DisCrit’s assumption that racism and ableism operate in “neutralized and invisible” ways
is useful in interrogating race-neutral policies that fuel overrepresentation minoritized students in
special education (Annamma et al., 2016, p. 19). Special education assessment and eligibility
determination processes claim to objectively identify students in need of specialized services.
However, DisCrit exposes how underlying racist and ableist structures within American society
influence this decision-making resulting in the overidentification of students from historically
marginalized groups. This perspective is particularly useful in understanding the experiences of
students labeled with subjective, high-incidence disability categories.
Finally, DisCrit’s commitment to privileging the voices and experiences of marginalized
communities is particularly useful given my interest in understanding the perspectives of
minoritized students related to disability and special education. Annamma et al. (2016)
explained, “DisCrit…seeks to disrupt the tradition of ignoring the voices of traditionally
marginalized groups” and “invites understanding of the ways students respond to injustices” (p.
21). Attention to the lived experiences of students and their families is a powerful way of
promoting DisCrit’s goals of disclosing and disrupting racialized practices in special education
(Annamma, et al., 2016).
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Methodology
I used constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014) to investigate this research
question. A constructivist grounded theory approach aligns with my own beliefs that research
cannot be conducted in a vacuum and that empirical work can be strengthened by acknowledging
how the researcher’s positionality informs the study. Charmaz (2014) explained, “We are part of
the world we study, the data we collect, and the analyses we produce. We construct our
grounded theories through our past and present involvements and interactions with people,
perspectives, and research practices” (p. 17). The purpose of this study was to investigate the
lived experiences of students with intersecting marginalized identities as they navigated an unjust
educational system. Ableism and the racialization of disability are so commonplace in schools
and society that these ways of thinking are invisible (Annamma, et al. 2016). According to
Charmaz (2012):
The strategies of grounded theory provide a useful toolkit for social justice researchers to
employ…The grounded theory emphases on empirical scrutiny and analytic precision
fosters creating nuanced analyses of how social and economic conditions work in specific
situations…Such analyses not only contribute to knowledge, but can also inform those
practices and policies that social justice researchers seek to change (p. 293).
I used grounded theory to foreground the experiences of participants with the goal of
contributing to larger ongoing efforts to disrupt inequitable educational systems that reproduce
overrepresentation of minoritized students in special education.
Participants and Context
Participants were recruited from a Pre-Kindergarten through eighth grade charter school
in a large, urban district in the Northeastern United States. I have worked at this school for more
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than ten years first as a special education teacher and now as an administrator. At this school,
62% of students identified as Black, 35% as Latinx, and 1% as Asian. Approximately 26% of
students were identified as having disabilities and were receiving special education. The school
district had a long history of overrepresentation of Black and Latinx students in special education
(Fancsali, 2019). At the time of this study, Black students were overrepresented in the Emotional
Disturbance classification and Latinx students were overrepresented in the Speech or Language
Impairment classification. Boys were also twice as likely to be placed in special education as
girls. To be eligible for participation in this study, students had to be (1) attending middle school,
(2) receiving special education services under one of the high-incidence disability classifications
including Speech or Language Impairment (SLI), Learning Disability (LD), Emotional
Disturbance (ED), or Intellectual Disability (ID). In total, eight students responded to the
invitation to participate in this study. See Table 1 for demographic information on participants.
When data collection began in May of the 2020-2021 school year, students were
receiving fully remote instruction due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Some students were
attending school in-person, but teachers were not present and students were receiving instruction
virtually. Students began attending school fully in-person with live instruction at the start of the
2021-2022 school year. Once in-person instruction resumed, the school faced serious staffing
shortages that impacted special education. During the 2021-2022 school year students in grades
6-8 inconsistently received ICT support. The school was also unable to fully staff related
services including occupational therapy, and physical therapy due to a lack of providers. There
were two speech therapists working at the school. One had worked at the school for five years.
The second started halfway through the 2020-2021 school year. It is important to note that like
most charter schools in this district, many related service providers were not full-time faculty at
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the school. Only school social workers were part of the school staff. Speech therapists,
occupational and physical therapists were all staffed through outside agencies hired by the school
district.
Table 1
Student demographic information
Student

Age Race/
Ethnicity

Gender

Grad
e

Disability
IEP Program
classification Recommendations

Elijah

15

Black1

Male

8

SLI

Integrated co-teaching (ICT)
Special education teacher
support services (SETSS)
(ELA)
Speech-language therapy

Malach
i

13

Black

Male

7

SLI

ICT
SETSS (ELA and math)
Speech-language therapy

Jason

12

Black

Male

6

SLI

ICT
Speech-language therapy
Occupational therapy (OT)

Arissa

11

Dominica
n

Female

6

SLI

ICT
SETSS (ELA and math)
Speech-language therapy

Robby

13

Puerto
Rican

Male

8

SLI

ICT
SETSS (ELA)
Speech-language therapy

15

Gabriel

13

Puerto
Rican

Male

7

ED

ICT
Counseling
OT
Behavior support para

Ryan

14

Black

Male

7

*ED

ICT
Counseling
Speech-language therapy

Antoni
o

12

Dominica
n

Male

6

SLI

ICT
Speech
OT
Physical therapy (PT)

*All names are pseudonyms.
Research Procedures and Data Sources
One-one Student Interviews
This paper draws on data from a larger study exploring minoritized student and family
experiences within special education. Between May 2021 and December 2021, I conducted oneone student interviews in-person at the school site during after school hours. These in-depth,
qualitative interviews followed a semi-structured format (see Appendix B). Students were first
asked to reflect on their past memories of school. The second half of the initial interview focused
on student’s current school experiences. Students were prompted to reflect on the types of
academic and special education supports they received, relationships with teachers and
classmates, and perceptions of involvement in their educational decision-making.
Two to three weeks following the initial interview, students participated in a second
follow-up interview lasting twenty to thirty minutes. Questions were tailored to each student to
build deeper understandings of their lived experiences as middle school students receiving
special education services. Questions served to guide the discussion but I encouraged students to
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take the lead and determine the topics discussed as much as possible. Given I was working with a
twice vulnerable population, I was careful not to push too far when discussing school related
topics they may have found distressing. All interviews were audiotaped.
Review of Student Records
The purpose of the IEP, as mandated by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA, 2004), is to outline the special education services required to ensure that each student
with a disability receives an appropriate education. IEPs for each participant were reviewed to
determine student’s disability classifications, program recommendations, and related service
recommendations. Report card data for the 2020-2021 school year was also reviewed to build a
more complete picture of each participant’s current levels of academic performance.
Data Analysis
Coding for this study followed the three main phases described by Charmaz (2006):
initial coding, focused coding, and theoretical integration. All interviews were audio recorded
then transcribed and coded line by line (Charmaz 2006). Initial and focused coding were
inductive and did not follow a linear process. I moved between these two phases, revisiting and
recoding data as I tried to understand the participant's points of view. During initial coding, In
Vivo codes were used to foreground student voices. According to Saldańa (2016), “Child and
adolescent voices are often marginalized, and coding with their actual words enhances and
deepens an adult’s understanding of their cultures and worldviews” (p. 106). Process coding was
also used during this initial phase.
During focused coding, initial codes were analyzed and recoded to determine which
codes best described the dataset. I used a recursive process where codes were revisited and
compared to other codes. Throughout this process, I reflected on Charmaz’s (2014) premise that
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“You are part of your analytic work” (p. 140). I used analytic memos to further reflect and
understand the ways my experiences as a special education teacher influenced how I made sense
of the data. The resulting 34 focused codes were further refined and analyzed deductively to
identify four overarching themes that answered the research question.
Researcher Positionality
Every aspect of the research process, from the questions we ask to the methodologies and
analytical approaches we choose, is influenced by our own identities and how we view the
world. Ballard (1996) described research as, “an essentially human activity and as therefore
embedded in the personal, social, cultural, political, historical, spiritual, and gendered bodies and
contexts” (p. 103). For a long time, the only way I knew how to think about disability was
through the medical model where disability is conceptualized as “a biomedical impairment that
needs fixing, curing, or remediation” (Baglieri et al., 2011, p. 2129). This view of disability
dominated my teacher training program and was mirrored in society at large. Now, having
shifted to a Disability Studies in Education (DSE) mindset (Connor et al., 2008), I can critically
examine the ways I have been complicit in reproducing ableist, inequitable practices as a special
educator. I now recognize the ways schools disable students and see how the racialization of
disability harms students with intersecting marginalized identities (Annamma et al., 2016). I am
committed to engaging in research that interrogates deficit-based views of disability and
foregrounds the perspectives of students who are actively marginalized by existing special
education structures and processes. While I am committed to describing the lived experiences of
students who are often pushed to the margins, I am also invested in working with them “to move
towards what might be, what is not yet” by imagining a more just world (Greene, 2009, p. 84).
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Finally, in my role as a special education teacher and administrator at the research site, I
have built many trusting relationships with students and families over the years, including with
some of the participants in this study. This can be viewed as advantageous, where students may
have felt more comfortable speaking to me candidly. As an insider, I also have in-depth
institutional knowledge of the school including how special education policies are interpreted
and implemented. However, it is important to consider that some students may have been less
willing to share or may not have been comfortable being critical in conversation with someone
associated with the school and who they see as an authority figure.
Trustworthiness
I used triangulation of data and member-checking to establish the trustworthiness of the
findings of this study. According to Cresswell (2015), researchers can build trustworthiness by
“corroborating evidence from different individuals…types of data…or methods of data
collection” (p. 259). For this study, each participant was interviewed twice. Having multiple
opportunities to interview each participant allowed me to reflect on the first interview and ask
clarifying follow-up questions that were tailored to each participant. Additional data sources
included IEPs and report cards for each participant. In addition to triangulation, memberchecking was used to ensure that data collected and subsequent themes developed were truly
representative of the experiences of the participants. Transcriptions of each interview were
shared with participants. During this time, participants were encouraged to review transcripts for
accuracy and to make any necessary changes or clarifications.
Findings
This section presents four overarching themes that emerged related to students'
experiences within special education: (1) student’s lack of awareness of their special education
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status, (2) student perceptions of special education services, (3) challenging academic
experiences in middle school, and (4) minimal opportunities to voice their opinions and
concerns.
Lacking Awareness of Special Education Status
Of the eight student participants, only one was aware he had an IEP and was receiving
special education services. The majority of students had no knowledge of their special education
status despite all eight participants being placed in special education by the time they reached the
second grade. One student, an eighth grader named Robby, had been receiving special education
services since preschool (over ten years) and did not know he was classified as a student with a
disability.
Elijah, a fifteen year old student repeating the eighth grade, and the only student to have
some knowledge of his special education placement, remembered being tested for special
education when he moved into the district from out of state the previous year. While he was
aware of his status as a special education student, his responses revealed he didn’t have
opportunities to discuss his placement with his teachers, “I don’t even know if they know about
it to be honest…no one really brought it up or said anything.” When asked how the testing went
Elijah explained, “I never figured it out, I never really asked…you know, I just never asked.”
In getting to know Elijah, it was clear he had close, supportive relationships with his family;
however, special education was not a topic that was discussed at home either, “I don’t even
think, to be honest, I don’t even think my brother or my sister even knows about my IEP or
anything. Um, my mom treats me the same.” This last comment, about his mother not treating
him differently because he was in special education, hints at internalized deficit views of
disability.
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When asked what special education was, Elijah’s brother, seventh grader Malachi
responded, “Is it for like people who have um…disabilities?” Malachi had some awareness of
special education as a support for disabled students but was not aware of his classification as a
student with SLI despite receiving special education services since elementary school. I asked
Malachi if he remembered receiving help from special education teachers in his classes. Malachi
responded, “No, not special ed teachers. Like certain teachers helped people with certain topics.”
Given Malachi was a student with an IEP mandate of small group special education services, it is
likely this was a special education support.
This lack of awareness of their status as students receiving special education services
caused confusion. Gabriel, a seventh grader who did not know what an IEP was or that he had
one, had questions about the education he was receiving asking at one point, “Why am I doing
occupational therapy? It’s been happening for a long time.” Another student, sixth grader Arissa,
could not explain why she was attending speech therapy sessions. Despite not knowing why they
were receiving these supports, most participants had strong opinions about their special
education services.
Positive Experiences with Special Education Services
Arissa described speech as, “Fun cause she pulls me and my friend when we have
specials cause my friend goes to speech too…We do games, like vocabulary games then at the
end we can play an Ipad game.” She further explained how the work she did in speech therapy
supported her throughout the rest of the school day. Speech sessions were a “brain break” that
helped Arissa “feel more focused.”
Robby also had positive perspectives of speech therapy explaining that, “The closest
teacher I know is Ms. R. She really knows me since I was in third grade. She was actually one of
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the persons that helped me with my reading the most, big time.” Robby made a strong
connection between his improved reading level and the support he received in speech therapy
even saying, “I advise everybody to do it.”
Robby’s responses indicated the positive relationship he had with Ms. R, his speech
therapist, was an important factor in the experiences he had in the therapy room. He described a
trusting relationship and consistent routine. For example, Robby shared, “After all the hard work,
you always get to play a game…sometimes she won’t be able to allow you to play a game that
day, but the next time she sees you she always makes up that game.”
Another student, Ryan explained that in elementary school, “I used to get into a lot of
trouble. A lot of trouble like I used to get suspended.” Now in seventh grade, Ryan described
himself as “a person that is careful about my actions, I don’t want to do something bad.” Ryan
shared that counseling, where he worked both individually and in small groups with the school
social worker, was a place where he received support that helped him stay on track, “I get to tell
them my problems, things I’d like to work on with other people.”
Gabriel, who at the time of this interview had already served five days of out of school
suspension (OSS) for the current school year also found value in mandated counseling sessions
explaining that the school social worker “teaches me different ways so I can stay calm.” Gabriel
had a classification of Emotional Disturbance and was assigned a behavioral support
paraprofessional for half of the school day. He had developed a positive relationship with his
para and shared that “she always helps me with my work.” He also described a recent situation
where he had been accused by other students of harassing a classmate. Gabriel had not engaged
in the behavior he was accused of and credited his para for making sure the truth came out. He
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explained, “she’s always there to back me up…Like if people try to blame me for something, she
already knows the truth.”
Frustration with Special Education Services
Not all participants held positive views of the services they were receiving. Sixth grader
Jason, who had been receiving speech therapy since first grade expressed strong feelings about
not wanting to continue services, “I’ve been doing it for a while now and I certainly don’t think I
need it now. Yeah, and it kind of makes me feel, it kind of makes me think that I’m a baby cause
I’m still doing that.” While he recognized speech had been helpful when he was younger, Jason
no longer saw the benefits of this support, “I still do the same anyway even with the help, I still
do the same, I’m you know, getting good.” Jason resented what he perceived as unnecessary
disruptions to his school day:
It’s just kind of gets annoying. Like having to be pulled like when I’m doing something
with my class if it’s something fun, right, it’s a lot because when I want to do something
fun I get pulled and then as soon as I go back I miss it.
These feelings also extended to his mandated OT sessions, “I mean, I still feel like I shouldn’t
have to do this anymore cause it gets tiring.” Jason even had suggestions for how to resolve his
ongoing related services issues:
Like extra classes, you know like the speech, have them take a test like a writing test
and if they score something that they don’t have to take the class anymore but if they fail
they do it for a few more months.
It’s notable that IEP meetings are held annually with the goal of adjusting special education
supports based on student needs. Every three years, a reevaluation meeting is held where a more
comprehensive review of student progress and special education programming occurs. In the
district where this study took place, the reevaluation meeting may or may not include additional
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psychoeducational assessments. These tests are not required and are typically requested only
when a change in placement is likely to be recommended (such as moving to a more restrictive
setting or declassifying a student). For Jason, these IEP meetings appear to have been
disconnected from his experiences with his special education programming.
Another sixth grader, Antonio, shared similar frustrations related to attending speech
therapy sessions, “I mean to be honest, it really doesn’t even help me.” Like Jason, he found
speech more helpful in earlier grades, “We started learning letters and stuff so when you go to
speech they just give you that extra help. Now, it’s like no use at this point.” Antonio’s
perceptions that he no longer needed special education supports extended to OT, “I don’t want to
go to OT anymore cause I feel like I already know how to write on the lines and all that stuff.”
He found that OT sessions overemphasized what Antonio believed to be minor points related to
handwriting, “They show straight lines and say you have to go under the line or something. Like
nobody does that anymore.” While Antonio took a more pragmatic approach to being pulled
from class for services he made it clear that he didn’t think these sessions were a good use of his
time in school, “If we’re doing something fun at the time I get picked up I get mad. If it’s during
a boring time at least I’m out of the classroom.”
Views on Integrated Co-Teaching (ICT)
All eight participants were recommended for Integrated Co-Teaching (ICT). This model,
where one special education and one general education teacher work together to support students
with and without IEPs in the same class is widely used within the district where this study took
place. Several students shared that having two teachers was helpful as it allowed for more small
group work. Arissa explained, “They would put us in groups to help. They would split the class
up into two or three parts and we would just learn.” Similarly, Elijah found ICT helpful “cause
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one of the teachers stay in the normal class, you know with the whole class, most of the class and
it’s five or six of us get split up.” Antonio indicated that having two teachers allowed for more
individualized support, “I think it does help cause…some teacher can be busy with someone else
but the other one can be helping us.” However, interviews revealed that students were not
receiving this mandated support consistently. Jason explained:
Before the pandemic, we used to have two teachers, every grade that I went to I had two
teachers, even in the fourth grade, and the third grade, and the second, and the first grade
and kindergarten. But then after fourth grade we never had two teachers anymore.
Jason described how having two teachers had been supportive of his learning in the past, “When
one teacher was helping another student I would get the help I needed cause it was two teachers
around.” He even attributed some of the difficulties he was currently having in math to only
having one teacher, “If Mr. L was still there, I’d probably be doing a lot better.” Due to ongoing
staffing challenges at the school, Jason was no longer receiving ICT support in ELA and math
despite having this program mandated on his IEP.
Ryan shared that “I don’t really like two teachers.” After experiencing a high rate of
teacher turnover, his school had recently hired a second teacher to support with ELA ICT. Ryan
did not find the addition of a second teacher helpful explaining, “Usually the lady comes in
sometimes, I keep on forgetting her name. She usually just walks around, that’s all. Just walks
around.” It is beyond the scope of this study to investigate the quality of ICT supports
participants were receiving; however, based on his responses, Ryan’s negative perceptions of
ICT may be related to the lack of opportunity to build relationships with a teacher starting in the
middle of the school year.
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Challenging Middle School Experiences
Despite their special education designations, student interviews and review of report card
data indicated that nearly all participants were experiencing academic difficulty in middle
school. Report cards for the 2020-2021 school year revealed six out of eight participants were
being failed in either ELA or math. Three students were being failed in both of these core
classes. In describing his eighth grade workload Elijah stated, “Oh, it’s too much work, they give
too much work. Too much work. A lot of students said that too.” He also discussed the emphasis
the school placed on testing:
Too much tests like right now our teachers are going to make us do testing and we’re
going to do this Interim Assessment (IA) tomorrow. She gives us a whole bunch of tests
everyday, just straight tests. It’s kind of weird, it’s kind of messed up.
Robby also experienced difficulty with testing stating that, “The first text I read made no sense to
me whatsoever.” Robby had a B average in ELA; however, his responses revealed that his grades
came at a great cost to him. When asked what he wished his teachers knew about him he
responded, “How hard I work everyday and how hard it is. How hard it is to be me.” Speaking to
his teachers Robby was emphatic:
Y’all need to be less strict with children. Children have their limits too, not just
y’all…Dial it back a lot, y’all adding a lot. Give us less work for winter breaks! A few
days is fine, I just don’t want to read the whole time.
Notably, some students who were being failed in middle school reported positive
experiences as elementary students. Reflecting on his elementary years Elijah shared,
“Elementary was easy…I was a good student.” Malachi shared that he was most proud of his
performance in elementary school, “Elementary school it was kind of the best I had because it
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was easy, it wasn’t at all frustrating.” As an elementary student, Malachi “usually got B, C, or
As.” Now in middle school, he shared that “I got some Fs but not that many.”
Jason, who was having difficulty with math in sixth grade, traced these challenges back
to elementary school, “Even though I was in kindergarten I was having problems with addition
and time cards.” However, strong positive relationships with his teachers supported him through
these challenges:
What they would do is like if we had like failed on something they would give us hope,
right. They would make us feel better like if we didn’t do good on something…they
would comfort us. And you know they used to make learning really fun.
Jason further described his kindergarten teachers as being “like a parent.” In sharing about his
current teachers in sixth grade, Jason explained, “Some of the teachers I don’t really get along
with cause sometimes they yell…it makes me feel a little anxious because when I get yelled at I
think I’m directly getting yelled at when I’m not.” Given these feelings of anxiety, Jason was
reluctant to ask for help in math class and at the time of this interview was receiving a failing
grade.
Not Having a Seat at the Table
Finally, and unsurprisingly, the data revealed student’s limited opportunities to
participate in educational decision making. Jason’s frustrations about having to attend related
services he didn’t find helpful were compounded because he didn’t feel he had much say in his
schooling, “Sometimes when I want to say something and I find something in the school unfair, I
can’t usually say anything cause they don’t want to listen.”
Antonio also felt that he didn’t have a say, “I wish the teachers knew that I have an
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opinion…they just act like I’m a five year old just sitting there doing nothing but I have an
opinion too.” Speaking to his teachers, Antonio shared, “Students are ready to speak up cause
most decisions are mostly by the school.” When asked if he felt he had a say, Ryan replied,
“Nah, I just really follow what the teacher says.”
Arissa did feel that she had a say in her education explaining, “Sometimes there’s things
that I don’t enjoy, like maybe music. So I ask the teacher if I can switch the cocurriculars so she
put me in gym.” When asked if there were other instances where she had a say in her schooling,
Arissa responded, “not really.” It’s telling that Arissa’s perceived involvement didn’t extend past
a relatively low-stakes decision like selecting a cocurricular class. Similarly, Gabriel nodded
emphatically when asked if he got to make decisions about school but wasn’t able to give an
example of a time he influenced a decision about his own education.
Finally, Elijah was aware that he could participate in IEP meetings to share his opinions
stating, “If you don’t want this you can just ask them to take it off your IEP” but he had only
ever attended one IEP meeting in elementary school. Here there was a disconnect between what
he knew was possible and the reality of the situation he was in where he didn’t actually have a
seat at the table.
Discussion and Implications
I attempted to use a DisCrit lens to understand the experiences of multiply marginalized
students as they negotiated a school system saturated in ableism and structural inequity. DisCrit,
along with a grounded theory approach, privileged the real-life experiences of students as they
daily tried to make the best of the circumstances they found themselves in. While this study
focused on eight students and the findings are not generalizable, we have much to learn from the
knowledge these students generated.
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Encouraging Student Agency
All but one of the participants in this study were unaware of their status as students
identified as having disabilities. All eight participants had been receiving special education for
years, in some cases for a decade or more. Researchers have long argued the importance of
student agency on school engagement and motivation (McIntyre, 2006; Ryan & Deci, 2020,
Vaughn, 2020). I argue that encouraging the development of agency must extend to middle
school students with IEPs. If the adults in their lives have decided that these student’s needs are
such that they require a disability label and special education supports, then students have the
right to know where they stand. Students should be aware that they are classified as having a
disability and should be aware of the label they have been assigned. They should also know what
their mandated services are and why it has been determined that these special education services
are considered beneficial. Being informed of their status doesn’t go far enough. Students in this
study indicated that they were ready and willing to take on a bigger role in making decisions
about their learning. Existing structures that give students aged 14 and over the right to
participate in IEP meetings must be followed. Younger students can learn about the increased
access they will have when they turn 14 and can be prepared by teachers and parents to advocate
for themselves once they are of age. Whenever possible, younger students should be invited to
IEP meetings, particularly if they have concerns about the types of services they are receiving.
IEP meetings are not the only venue for students to share their thoughts and concerns
about special education. All students, particularly those under 14, should have opportunities to
discuss the services they are receiving at informal meetings with parents and teachers. At these
meetings, teachers can share progress monitoring information with students. Students can learn
to track their progress toward meeting goals. Rather than feeling confused and wondering why
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they have been receiving OT for years on end, students will see exactly what they are working on
as well as the criteria for declassification or reduction of services. If we, as educators and
parents, are reluctant to share this information with students we should ask ourselves why. It can
be argued that educators harbor deficit-oriented, medicalized conceptualizations of disability that
they try to shield students from. Is this a case of our inability to recognize how ableism manifests
in everyday practices where children who do not perform as expected are disabled rather than
provided with flexible and responsive instruction?
Building Positive Relationships with Students
Research has shown the importance of teacher-student relationships on student
engagement (Roorda et al., 2017, Thornberg et al., 2020), and student behavior, including for
students deemed “at-risk” (McGrath & Van Bergen, 2015; Murray & Zvoch, 2011; Silver et al.,
2005). Findings of this study also revealed the impact provider-student relationships had on
student’s perceptions of the helpfulness of the special education services they were receiving.
Over the course of five years, Ms. R and Robby had built a trusting relationship where he was
confident Ms. R knew his needs and had the tools to support him as he continued to make
progress in his reading. Ms. R was also an anchor for Robby during a time of uncertainty and
change. She continued to provide remote speech therapy while schools were closed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and she was back at school in-person after many of Robby’s other teachers
resigned. Arissa, also a student on Ms. R’s caseload, had similar positive experiences with
speech therapy. While she had less to say about the specific ways speech supported her language
development, Arissa’s responses revealed that Ms. R’s room was a place where she felt safe and
comfortable. She enjoyed her time with Ms.R and found that this “brain break” sustained her
through the rest of her school day.
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Jason’s speech therapist of over four years resigned halfway through the 2020-2021
school year. He started working with his new speech therapist on Zoom and only met her once
in-person learning resumed at the start of the 2021-2022 school year. This interruption in his
service provision may have influenced his feelings about the efficacy of attending speech therapy
sessions. Antonio, also on this new provider’s caseload, may have had similar feelings of
struggling to adjust to a new provider on Zoom. While investigating the impact of changes to
service delivery during the pandemic is beyond the scope of this article, it is telling that the two
students who were most vocal about the lack of benefit in attending speech therapy were both
reassigned to a provider they did not have a relationship with. This mirrors Jason and Gabriel’s
lack of interest in attending occupational therapy. Over the course of two school years, they each
had four different occupational therapists. Frequent changes to staffing meant that neither student
had the opportunity to build positive relationships with their OTs. This chaotic staffing is at least
partly the result of the district’s use of agencies to staff related service positions in charter
schools. The district pays for related services staffed through approved agencies. If schools
choose to hire their own full-time related service providers, they are responsible for paying for
these services out of their school budgets. It is recommended that this policy shifts so charter
schools are encouraged to hire their own full-time providers.
As mentioned earlier, staffing problems at the school were not limited to related services.
Ryan’s ELA ICT class was taught by only one teacher for the first few months of the 2021-2022
school year. Given the second teacher wasn’t hired until well into the academic year, she did not
have the opportunity to build relationships with her students. Ryan was not even sure of her
name. The lack of a teacher-student relationship likely contributed to Ryan’s perception that this
second teacher was not contributing meaningfully to the classroom. However, it is also possible
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that the school was not implementing ICT in a way that leveraged the full potential of this
support.
Interrogating the Unfulfilled Promises of Special Education
For many students, the transition from elementary to middle school can be a time of
stress and uncertainty (Akos, 2002, Duchesne et al., 2012, Zeedyk et al., 2003). For some
participants in this study, special education services failed to ameliorate the academic challenges
students faced in middle school. Students continued to struggle academically and two were
retained in the seventh and eighth grades. Researchers have long documented how minoritized
students receive fewer, often inferior special education supports than their White counterparts
(Artiles et al., 2010; Harry & Klingner, 2014) and how they are subjected to resegregation
through special education (Blanchett, 2005). Findings of this study, where students either did not
receive all of their services, or where services were fragmented, strengthen this argument.
All students in this study shared that they were pulled from the general education
classroom to receive special education services, particularly related services. Research has
shown students pulled from class miss important information and would be better served
receiving special education services in their general education classes (Cosier & CaustonTheoharis, 2013, Gallagher et al., 2018). Rather than removing students with IEPs from the
general education space, it is recommended that push-in supports be used as frequently as
possible. While clinicians may determine some skills may best be addressed in the therapy room,
having students receive related services in their classrooms as often as possible will help
leverage the services to support their content learning and sense of community with their
classmates.
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More time in the general education classroom will only help students if we reimagine this
space as a place of inclusivity where the goal is to meet the needs of all learners. General
education can draw upon the principles of Universal Design for Learning (Meyer at al., 2014) to
create environments where the needs of all students are considered from the beginning of
planning. This moves towards adopting the recommendation made by Harry and Klingner
(2005), “At least for children with high-incidence learning and behavior difficulties; special
education should be reconceptualized as a set of services that are available to children who need
them, without the indeed for a disability label” (p. 185). Rather than classifying and disabling
students, then failing them when the special education services they received either weren’t
supportive enough or weren’t delivered in the first place, we can reconsider current practices in
general education and decide this is a place where all students belong.
Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, as a longtime special educator, I bring a
specific viewpoint to this work. Having seen the impact of inequitable special education
practices on my students over many years, I feel strongly that this system is unjust and in need of
immediate and sweeping reform. Second, my role at the school site means that I have, over the
years, developed close relationships with many of the students and families and am well known
at the school. This likely influenced participant’s responses either by encouraging or
discouraging candor. Finally, the school district where this study took place segregates students
whose disabilities are deemed too severe to attend what are referred to as “community” or
“neighborhood” schools. Instead, these students attend a special education only district within
the larger district. Students with ID classifications are unlikely to attend schools outside of this
specialized district, skewing the sample. Along the same lines, the school site offered only ICT,
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SETSS (special education teacher support services) which is the district’s version of small group
special education support, and related services. No special class placements were offered which
further limited the sample.
Conclusion
Black students, Latinx students and other minoritized groups are overrepresented in
special education. Decades of research demonstrate the existence of this phenomenon and how it
impacts the educational trajectories of students in classrooms across this country. Research also
demonstrates the impact of inappropriate special education placement for multiply marginalized
students including higher dropout rates, higher under and unemployment rates, and being pushed
into the School to Prison Pipeline. What is less clear are the everyday realities of these students
as they negotiate school spaces that are often hostile and unsupportive. By listening to students,
we can identify how educators and families can intervene to prevent negative outcomes and
disrupt the inequitable systems that place students on these dangerous trajectories.
Notes
1. Throughout this paper, the term Black describes people from the African diaspora,
including African-Americans, Caribbean-Americans, people whose ancestors had Central
and Southern American lineage, and Africans.
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CHAPTER III
Resisting Deficit Narratives of Minoritized Families: Exploring Conceptualizations of
Special Education and Disability Using a DisCrit Lens
Introduction
Research has repeatedly shown that minoritized students are overrepresented in the highincidence special education classifications including Emotional Disturbance, Learning Disability,
Intellectual Impairment, and Speech and Language Impairment (Artiles, Kozleski, Trent, Osher,
Ortiz, 2010; Bal, 2017; Dunn, 1968). Artiles, et al. (2010) reported that students in special
education placements are systematically underserved relative to their general education peers
resulting in lower academic performance, higher dropout rates, and worse postschool outcomes
than general education students. Further, minoritized students are often placed in more restrictive
environments and receive fewer related services than their white peers with the same disability
classification (Artiles et al., 2010; Fierros & Conroy, 2002). In addition to studying the impact of
special education placement on the educational trajectories of minoritized students, scholars have
investigated the root causes of this phenomenon (Skiba et al., 2006; Harry & Fenton, 2016). This
work surfaces a constellation of factors that make students more vulnerable to special education
placement including racism, ableism, sexism, weaknesses in general education programming,
medicalized conceptualizations of disability, and teacher’s deficit thinking towards minoritized
students and their families.
The purpose of this study was to understand perspectives of minoritized families as they
navigated special education placement for their children. Speaking directly to parents allowed for
exploration of how they perceived special education, and how they conceptualized disability and
how it related (or did not relate) to their children. This intentional centering of families’
perspectives is in response to research showing how Black, Latinx, and other minoritized people
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have been left out of conversations about their own children’s schooling and how this maintains
inequitable practices in special education.
Parental Involvement in Special Education
Research indicates that parental involvement is associated with higher rates of school
attendance, higher scores on assessments, lower school dropout rates, and increased student selfconfidence (Landmark, Zhang &; Montoya, 2007). The importance of parental involvement was
reflected in the 2004 reauthorization of IDEA which mandates the active participation of parents
in the IEP process. According to the law, parents are key members of the IEP team and their
rights to participate in decisions related to evaluation, eligibility determination, and placement of
their children into special education are protected (IDEA, 2004). Despite this legal mandate
requiring input from families throughout special education processes, parents are often pushed to
the margins during and after special education placement. Frequently cited barriers to
meaningful family involvement in IEP meetings include systematic challenges related to
scheduling meetings, communication and language barriers including excessive use of jargon,
cultural differences related to the conceptualization of disability, and deficit views of students
and families (Harry et al., 1995; Kalyanpur, Harry, & Skrtic, 2000). Diminished family
involvement in special education decision-making results in less equitable outcomes for students
and ultimately contributes to overrepresentation.
Positioning Families as Passive Participants
Documentation of minoritized parent’s dissatisfaction with their role in special education
reaches back nearly thirty years (Harry, 1992). Harry et al. (1995) found that Black families’
participation in IEP meetings for their young children lessened over time as they grew frustrated
with “the routine nature of meetings over which they felt they had no influence” (p. 370). In their
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review of studies investigating culturally and linguistically diverse families’ perceptions of their
role in the IEP process, Wolfe and Duran (2013) found that “parents did not perceive themselves
as meaningful participants in the IEP meeting, despite wanting to be more involved in the
development of goals and selection of instructional strategies (p. 13). Wilson (2015) found that
while the African American parents she interviewed were provided with advance notice for IEP
meetings, professionals’ outreach was largely focused on compliance and parents were not
informed of the “scope” or “content” of the meetings (p. 43). This lack of information
constrained parents’ abilities to advocate for their children during conferences. Tomlinson (1982)
claimed that, “special education is not shaped and is little influenced by parents…any
participation or involvement of parents is decided upon and implemented by professionals” (p.
107). Decades later, Kalyanpur et al. (2000) traced barriers to minoritized families’ participation
to special education’s positivist roots where objective, scientific knowledge is valued over
parent’s “subjective” perceptions of their children. Kalyanpur et al. (2000) explained how these
positivist views conflict with the type of parental involvement mandated by IDEA:
While the legal mandate is based on the ideal of equity, special education epistemology is
based upon an ideal of professional knowledge; while the equity ideal in the law seeks to
give parents equal weight in the decision-making process, the hierarchy ideal in
professional knowledge values parents’ knowledge of their child less than professionals’
knowledge (p. 123).
Further, embedded in IDEA is the expectation that parents will take on an advocacy role for their
children (Trainor, 2010). Families with little access to American cultural capital are limited in
their ability to fulfill this role. Trainor (2010), defined cultural capital as “material items as well
as dispositions and knowledge that inform the way a person thinks or acts” and as being
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“comprised of relationships and social networks among people that afford the interchange of
information and cultural goods” (p. 36-37). Economic, social, and cultural differences combined
with tensions between the spirit of IDEA and special education’s operationalization of the law
creates a landscape where minoritized families are prevented from proactively influencing
special education outcomes for their children. Implicit bias and deficit-thinking about
minoritized families exacerbates these barriers to meaningful participation.
Deficit Views of Minoritized Students and Families
Harry et al.’s (2007) ethnographic case studies revealed patterns of deficit-thinking about
families and the negative impact these judgements had on student’s schooling. They found
multiple instances where minoritized students were placed in restrictive special education
environments without the input of families. These decisions were justified based on negative
views of families as being uninvolved or uninterested in their children’s schooling. In one
example, first-grader Kanita, was placed in a restrictive setting for children with ED despite her
grandmother’s assertion that she was not disabled and simply missed her mother, who was
incarcerated (Harry et al. 2007). Researchers found that Kanita’s grandmother provided her with
a loving and comfortable home where she had the support of her extended family. However, the
family’s lack of cultural capital in the eyes of the school restricted their influence and Kanita was
disabled despite her grandmother’s belief that this was not warranted. This finding aligns with
earlier studies that revealed differing conceptualizations of disability between Black families and
schools. Harry et al. (1995) found that Black parents were shocked when they learned of their
children’s Mental Retardation (MR) labels. What parents perceived as minor delays were
interpreted by school professionals as permanent, cognitive deficits in their children.
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Reynolds (2010) described how even middle-class Black parents were not protected
against “ever-present…microaggressions” as they negotiated interactions with their children’s
schools (p. 158). In other cases, disrespectful treatment of minoritized families was more overt.
Salas (2004) shared one Mexican mother’s story of being shown to the restroom before a
conference so she could wash her face. Klingner and Harry (2006) found that “school personnel
often made derogatory remarks about parents and spoke of them in demeaning ways” (p. 227). In
one instance, a teacher was seen making faces behind a mother’s back (Harry et al., 2005a).
Harry et al. (2005a) stated that “The stigmatizing isolation of children through exclusionary
programs works hand in hand with exclusionary attitudes toward families” (p. 111).
Marginalization of families, fueled by deficit perspectives held by professionals, maintains
overrepresentation and justifies the continued segregation of Black and other minoritized
students through special education. Subordinate positioning of families altered student’s
educational trajectories in detrimental and lasting ways.
Conceptual Framework
The Medical Model of Disability
Special education in the United States is based on a medical model where disability is
conceptualized as “a biomedical impairment that needs fixing, curing, or remediation” (Baglieri,
Bejoian, Broderick, Connor, & Valle, 2011, p. 2129). This medicalization of disability traces its
roots back to 19th century scientific preoccupations with defining and establishing methods of
determining normality within human beings (Davis, 2013). Statistical procedures, initially
developed to study the natural sciences, were applied to people and were used to justify the
eugenics movement and its inhumane treatment of those who failed to meet society’s exacting
definition of normal (Annamma, Boelé, Moore, & Klingner, 2013; Connor, 2013; Davis, 2013;
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Dudley-Marling & Gurn, 2010). Reid and Valle (2004) explained, “Special education relies on
the assumption that it is both legitimate and possible to expose, measure, and categorize ‘normal’
and ‘abnormal’ cognitive, emotional, and behavioral phenomena within individuals” and uses
this information to “legitimate” the “exclusion” of students whose pathologized differences are
unwelcome in general education spaces (p. 469). So dominant is the medicalized discourse of
disability that its focus on locating deviations from normality within the individual is viewed as
“natural and unproblematic” (Reid & Valle, 2004, p. 470) and even “necessary” (Connor &
Valle, 2015, p. 1109). The hegemony of the medical model is concerning given that, “What we
think drives what we do…the way we frame difference has personal, material consequences for
students and for the LD field as a whole” (Reid & Valle, 2004, p. 467). The saturation of a
deficit-based, medical model of special education with its mechanisms for removing those
deemed abnormal and troublesome has fueled inequity and contributed to the overrepresentation
of minoritized students in special education.
The Social Model of Disability
The social model of disability offered new ways to conceptualize disability (Shakespeare,
2006). Rather than defining disability as a problem located within the individual, followers of the
social model insist “it is society which disables physically impaired people” (UPIAS, 1975, p. 3).
In other words, “the social model demonstrates that the problems disabled people face are the
result of social oppression and exclusion, not their individual deficits” (Shakespeare, 2006, p.
199). This view of disability “mandates barrier removal, anti-discrimination legislation,
independent living and other responses to social oppression” (Shakespeare, 2006, p. 199). The
field of Disability Studies in Education (DSE), a branch of Disability Studies (DS), extends the
social model of disability as it relates to education. DSE rejects traditional conceptualizations of
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disability endorsed by special education and encourages research that engages a “plurality of
perspectives about disability” including the social model (Connor et al., 2008).
Disability Critical Race Studies
Disability critical race studies (DisCrit) draws from DSE and Critical Race Theory (CRT)
to understand the impact of student’s intersecting marginalized identities on their educational
trajectories. This intersectional theoretical framework reveals the racialization of ability and how
racism and ableism work interdependently to maintain unjust educational systems (Annamma et
al., 2013). DisCrit illuminates the ways special education is used to enact racial segregation by
removing minoritized students from general education spaces. Black, Latinx, and other
minoritized students are placed in special education when their learning styles and behavior
deviate from norms based on white middle class standards (Annamma, et al., 2016). DisCrit
provides a useful framework for understanding how how system-wide inequities impact
individual students, “DisCrit seeks to understand ways that macrolevel issues of racism and
ableism, among other structural discriminatory processes, are enacted in the day-today lives of
students of color with dis/abilities” (Annamma et al., 2016, p. 15). Finally, tenet 4 of Discrit,
with its goal of privileging the voices of marginalized populations within research, aligns with
my goal of foregrounding perspectives of multiply marginalized families as they negotiated
special education processes. DisCrit also informed data analysis by providing a lens for
understanding the way families’ intersecting marginalized identities shaped their experiences as
parents of children with IEPs.
Methods
This study utilized a constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014) approach to
investigate the following research questions:
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(1) In what ways are minoritized families of students with IEPs involved in their
children’s schooling?
(2) How do families conceptualize special education and disability? In what ways do
they alternately accept and resist imposed disability labels?
Grounded theory was a useful research tool given my commitment to foregrounding participant’s
views. Charmaz (2014) explained, “Grounded theorists evaluate the fit between their initial
research interests and their emerging data. We do not force preconceived ideas and theories on
our data. Rather, we follow leads that we define in the data” (p. 32). Throughout the data
gathering and analysis processes, I reshaped the research questions to reflect the emerging
themes shared by participants. While the findings of this study are rooted in their words, another
strength of grounded theory is that it acknowledges the role of the researcher in developing the
resultant themes, “Research participants’ implicit meanings, experiential views - and researcher’s
finished grounded theories - are constructions of reality” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 17). However
faithfully I have tried to present participant’s stories, I must acknowledge that their words have
been mediated through my own analysis and ways of understanding the world.
Participants and Setting
Participants included five parents/guardians of Black and Latinx students receiving
special education under one of the following high-incidence classifications: Emotional
Disturbance, Learning Disability, Intellectual Disability, or Speech or Language Impairment.
Participants were recruited from a Pre-Kindergarten through eighth grade charter school in a
large, urban district in the Northeastern United States. In addition to serving as the researcher for
this study, I have worked at this school as a special education teacher and administrator for over
ten years. For the 2020-2021 school year, 62% of students identified as Black, 35% as Latinx,
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and 1% as Asian. During this same year, 26% of students at the school were placed in special
education. The rate of special education classification for the school district was 19%. Ninetyone percent of students at the school were labeled as economically disadvantaged. See Table 2
for demographic information on parents/guardians and Table 3 for background information on
the child who qualified the parent/guardian for inclusion in this study. This paper draws on data
from a larger study investigating the perceptions of middle school aged students receiving
special education under one of the high-incidence disability classifications. Therefore, an
additional eligibility requirement for parent/guardian participants was that their student was in
sixth, seventh or eighth grade. Participants included four parents and one grandmother who had
custody of the student and was making educational decisions for him at the time of the study.
All of the children involved in this study were receiving Integrated Co-teaching (ICT), a
widely used special education program within the school district. In this model, general and
special education students are taught in the same classroom by two teachers - one general
educator and one special educator. Several students also received Special Education Teacher
Support Services (SETSS). This program provided additional small group support in ELA and/or
math by a special education teacher. In some cases, students received both ICT and SETSS.
Several students were also receiving related services including counseling, speech and language
therapy, and occupational therapy. It is important to note that at the time of this study, some
students were not receiving all of their mandated special education services due to ongoing
COVID-related provider shortages in the district.
Table 2
Parent/guardian demographic information
Name

Race

Age # of Children

# of Children with IEPs
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Michelle

Black

49

4

2

Nicole

Black

48

2

1

Jessica

Latinx

45

2

2

Sandra
*Student’s grandmother

Latinx

56

1

1

Michael

Black

63

1

1

Table 3
Qualifying student background information
Parent/Guardian Child

Age Gender Grade Disability
Classification

Special Education
Programming

Michelle

Elijah

15

M

8

SLI

Integrated Coteaching
Special Education
Teacher Support
Services (ELA)
Speech-language
therapy

Michelle

Malachi 13

M

7

SLI

Integrated Coteaching
Special Education
Teacher Support
Services (ELA and
math)
Speech-language
therapy
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Nicole

Jason

12

M

6

SLI

Integrated Coteaching
Special Education
Teacher Support
Speech-language
therapy
Occupational therapy

Jessica

Robby

13

M

8

SLI

Integrated Coteaching
Special Education
Teacher Support
Services (ELA)
Speech-language
therapy

Sandra

Gabriel

13

M

7

ED

Integrated Coteaching
Counseling
Occupational therapy
Behavior support para

Michael

Ryan

14

M

7

ED

Integrated Coteaching
Counseling
Speech-language
therapy

Procedures and Data Sources
Individual Parent/Guardian Interviews
Participants were interviewed between April 2021 and February 2022. Due to COVID
restrictions that limited access to the school building and in an effort to be respectful of families’
busy schedules, all interviews were conducted via phone. All interviews followed a semistructured format and lasted between 45 and 60 minutes. I developed a protocol of guiding
questions but adopted a flexible format that allowed participants and I to focus on the
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experiences that were most important to them individually. During the first interview,
participants were asked questions about their experiences during the special education referral
process and their thoughts on the types of special education supports their children were
receiving. Families were also asked to describe their thoughts on their children’s learning needs
and how this related to special education placement. When possible, a second follow-up
interview was conducted where I further probed families’ perceptions of special education and
disability. Due to scheduling limitations, it was not possible to complete follow-up interviews
with two of the five participants.
Review of Student Records
In addition to parent/guardian interviews, I reviewed student’s Individualized Education
Programs (IEPs) to gather information on their special education placement recommendations
and disability classifications. I also searched for information indicating who participated in IEP
meetings. When applicable, I reviewed student’s Behavior Intervention Plans (BIPs) and data on
school discipline including school suspensions. In this way, data from IEPs and other documents
supplemented information provided by families during interviews.
Data Analysis
Using a grounded theory model, data were analyzed in three phases (Charmaz, 2014).
First, during initial coding, each line of the interview transcripts was coded using in vivo and
process coding. Use of in vivo codes was prioritized with the goal of privileging participant’s
own words (Saldaǹa, 2016). During the second phase, focused coding, I compared all initial
codes against each other to determine which codes carried the most significance. While some
patterns became apparent, repetition was not a requirement in selecting codes for further
analysis. Rather, I reflected on which codes carried the greatest meaning and best captured
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participant’s feelings, thoughts, and experiences. In some cases, initial codes were collapsed and
given a new code as I tried to determine which codes best described the data set overall. Finally,
focused codes were reviewed to identify overarching themes that responded to the guiding
research questions.
Researcher Positionality
This study is undoubtedly influenced by my own experiences as a special educator.
Having been trained as a special education teacher in a program that was influenced greatly by
the medical model of disability, I have since undergone radical shifts in my thinking and now
identify as a Disability Studies in Education (DSE) scholar. In my practice as a teacher and
school leader, I have come to recognize how special education has been used as a way to remove
children whose needs are considered too great from general education spaces. Further, adopting a
DisCrit lens has revealed to me the ways that student’s intersecting marginalized identities shape
their school experiences and leads to high numbers of minoritized students in special education.
Finally, while I use the terms “overrepresentation” and “disproportionality” throughout this
article, in taking a DSE stance, I reject the idea that there is a correct or appropriate percentage of
minoritized students who should be placed in special education (Annamma, et al., 2016). Rather,
I believe in the importance of creating inclusive settings where schools address the variability of
all learners (Meyer et al., 2014).
Trustworthiness
I triangulated data to strengthen the trustworthiness of this study (Cresswell, 2015).
Whenever possible, participants were interviewed twice to deepen my understanding of their
experiences. Review of IEP data supplemented information provided by families and helped to
build more complete pictures of the experiences of families as they interacted with special
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education processes on behalf of their children. Member-checking was also used to increase
trustworthiness and confidence in the findings of this study. After I transcribed interviews, I
shared copies of transcripts with participants so they could review these for accuracy.
Participants were asked to make any necessary changes so transcripts were an accurate
representation of the conversations we shared. Finally, I have incorporated extensive direct
quotations from participants so that findings are presented in their voices as frequently as
possible.
Findings
Data analysis resulted in two key findings for this study. First, families served as sources
of strength and support for their children, interrupting deficit narratives of minoritized
communities. Second, interviews revealed that families’ perceptions of special education and
disability as it related to their children fell along a continuum where they alternately accepted or
rejected disability classifications.
Families as Sources of Strength and Support
Parent interviews revealed that families were caring, attentive, and provided their
children with supportive and sustaining home lives. William, whose son Ryan was receiving
special education services under the Emotional Disturbance classification, described his son as
being happiest “When we have family time. Monopoly or whatever games we’re playing. When
he comes home. When he wakes up.” Michelle, who had two sons receiving special education
services through Speech and Language Impairment classifications, talked about the close
relationship the two brothers shared, “Neither one of them are happiest if they’re not together, I
think they’re more happiest when they’re together…The two of them are far closer than any two
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kids I’ve ever been around.” Nicole, mother of sixth grader Jason shared that her son was
happiest:
When we travel. He likes to go swimming. He likes to run on the beach and play football,
play soccer. When we’re home we try to go to the park as much as we can. We go for
walks. Sometimes he comes with me to walk the dog. I try to keep him as busy as
possible.
This simple finding, that families created safe harbors where their children were happy is worth
noting given continued deficit narratives surrounding minoritized people.
“You Can’t Mistreat My Kids Because I Stay on Top of Things”
While family time and close bonds were not visible to schools and thus likely did not
factor into their perceptions of families, parents made more visible moves to ensure schools were
aware of their investment in their children’s schooling. Michelle explained:
Whenever there’s something that I feel that they need, I get on it. And from my
experience, as long as they see that you are involved in your child’s education and that
you’re on top of things, they stay on top of things. Like they know that okay, these two
ones right here, these are not the two to be neglected or pushed to the side - no. Their
parent is on top of things and she’ll be here and she’s not the one that you want to deal
with. I don’t have any problems with my children. I was always at the schoolhouse, they
never knew when I was coming and that’s just me. I’ll go stand to the door, and I look in
the door, and I just watch. You can’t mistreat my kids because I stay on top of things.
Years of negotiating school systems had taught Michelle that she had to take an offensive stance
to ensure her sons not only received the supports they needed to succeed, but that they were
treated well. Similarly, Jessica, whose son Robby was also receiving special education for a
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speech disability, described having to reach out to teachers when her son was bullied in
elementary school, “I had to encourage him and talk to his teachers to see what’s going on. I was
up on it, but no offense, I wanted to make sure he’d be okay in school.” Again, this parent used
her presence to signal to teachers that she was paying attention to what was going on at school
and she stood ready to intervene whenever she felt that her son was in need of additional
advocacy or support.
“I Had to Become an Advocate”
This offensive stance extended to ensuring their children received mandated special
education services. Jessica shared her frustration on this point, “I fight this every year, this
happens, this comes every year. I have to make sure he gets these types of services, speech
therapy, occupational therapy, to make sure it goes through…I had to become an advocate.” She
further shared her knowledge of her son’s rights, “This is supposed to be based on the disability
act law. Special education is supposed to provide services for children with disabilities.”
Michelle also spoke up, reminding teachers that her older son, eighth grader Elijah, was entitled
to certain special education supports:
I keep hearing about, you know you have to be ready for high school, you have to be
ready for high school, but if I’m not mistaken, the IEP goes with you to high school. And
you still get your accommodations so I don’t feel like you should be telling my child you
know, I’m trying to get you ready for high school and you’re just not giving me my
accommodations.
Here, Michelle resisted academic demands being placed on her son that she believed to be
inappropriate and advocated for him to continue to receive the supports he was entitled to. She
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felt the school was making promotion to high school conditional on Elijah’s no longer needing
special education accommodations and she let the school know she was aware of his rights.
“C’mon, you Gotta Stick it Out”
In interviews, parents shared how they supported their children academically. Nicole
explained:
I just need him to be more organized when he’s writing and when he’s getting his
thoughts together. I want him to be able to jot a little bit better because after he’s done for
the day, I go back and I look at his score, and I’m like okay. And I try to decipher what
he’s talking about and sometimes I don’t know what he’s talking about so I’ll call him
over and I’ll say, when you said this in your jots, what do you mean? And then he’ll
explain it and I said just how you said it, that's how you need to type it…I know he’s not
always going to get the main idea but I always want him to be able to know the who and
the what and what the author’s purpose is. Cause once I told him those three components
he’s been hitting it. He’s been getting two out of two.
Here, Nicole demonstrates an in-depth knowledge of the ELA work her son was completing and
provided him with targeted coaching to help him make progress. She even used the same
language the teachers used when teaching students ELA content (i.e. jotting notes, and
understanding the author’s purpose). This individualized support helped things “click” for Jason
and he improved his scores on classwork.
William also shared how he supported Ryan by encouraging him to stay focused on his
academics:
For him to say dad, sometimes the work is just boring and I don’t feel like doing it. I tell
him, c’mon, you gotta stick it out. Why would you feel that way? I don’t know, just
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sometimes I finish my work and there’s nothing to do. So I encourage him, grab a book,
sit at the table and be quiet. Do something positive.
William also found ways to support Ryan’s behavior in class. After teachers reached out to him
explaining that Ryan was using his Chromebook at inappropriate times, William intervened:
He was telling me that the laptop was becoming a problem which I kept having to talk
with him every night. Every day before he gets on the bus, Ryan, stay focused. No laptop.
Work. It took a couple of days for it to finally register.
These parents were highly in-tune with what was happening during the school day and used this
knowledge to encourage their children with both academics and behavior. The preceding
examples describe some of the many ways parents advocated for, assisted, and encouraged their
children as they navigated middle school special education.
Unpacking Families’ Conceptualizations of Special Education and Disability
The qualitative approach of this study allowed for in-depth exploration of families’
perceptions of special education, their conceptualizations of disability and how they felt this
labeling applied or did not apply to their children. While all families were operating within the
same school system and were subject to the same special education processes and regulations,
their experiences varied widely. On one end of the spectrum, Sandra completely rejected her
grandson’s classification and at the other, William accepted his son’s classification
acknowledging he had a disability. Between these two poles, families expressed a range of
thinking about how they viewed their children’s learning and behavioral needs. Truly, every
families’ journey was different.
“He Don’t Have No Disability” Sandra
Sandra, was surprised to learn of her grandson’s special education placement stating,
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“He’s in special education? No.” She was also steadfast in her rejection of his ED label and
shared her concerns about the potential implications of this classification:
I don’t like the label they put on, honestly. Cause he’s a sweet kid, and then you know,
they put him like that and they’re going to think something else of him! Which he’s not.
He’s not a problem kid. He doesn’t look for problems or nothing, he’s a very friendly kid.
Everybody knows him. He has a lot of friends. Like I explained to you, he’s a very
friendly kid. He’s not a troubled kid, he doesn’t have problems.
Sandra recognized that the ED classification left Gabriel vulnerable to being seen as a problem
student by the school. This did not align with what Sandra knew about her grandson. Rather than
seeing him as emotionally disturbed, she saw his behavior as typical of other children, “He’s a
sweet kid, it’s just when he’s upset. Every kid gets upset” and resisted labeling Gabriel as
disabled:
He don’t have no disability. Disability, you know a child that can’t do for themselves,
that you gotta help them out. No. He’s good. It’s just like I tell you, he gets upset just like
a normal child. Other than that he’s a sweetheart.
A review of school records indicated that at the time of this interview, Gabriel had served six
days of out of school suspension for “fighting,” “making verbal threats,” and “disrespect.” While
this study did not investigate how Gabriel’s teachers perceived him and his disability
classification, existing data has demonstrated how minoritized students are overidentified with
ED and are subject to higher rates of exclusionary discipline than white peers (Losen, et al.,
2014; Skiba, et al., 2011).
Despite her rejection of Gabriel’s classification and disability status, Sandra believed the
special education supports Gabriel was receiving, including counseling and a part time behavior
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support paraprofessional, were helpful and wanted them to continue. Referring to these supports,
Sandra explained, “I don’t want to take it off. It’s just the labels…It’s helping him. I appreciate
on that, it’s helping him.” Sandra tolerated Gabriel’s special education classification because she
wanted him to continue to receive services she believed were helping him make progress
improving his behavior in school.
“I Just Feel Like They Need Some Extra Support” Michelle
Michelle seemed to accept labeling her sons with SLI classifications as part of securing
services for them, but she did not view her children as disabled. She explained:
I just feel that they need some extra support…they speak better than a lot of kids that I
know and it’s not hindering them from anything. I just feel like the support that they’re
getting is going to better them.
While she did not consider her children to have disabilities, Michelle acknowledged that there
were “areas where my kids lack and need improvement.” Special education provided
opportunities for her sons to receive extra help to address these perceived areas of weakness.
Michelle described initiating a special education evaluation for her older son, Elijah, who
had been born prematurely:
I had issues with Elijah early on. He couldn’t talk, he couldn’t hear, he couldn’t see. He
just had issues from birth. And he was in speech, and all these things at a very early age.
Elijah started off in special education and I was very happy with the services he was
receiving when he started school.
Later, when she noticed her younger son, Malachi, “was not where I thought he should be,”
Michelle also requested a special education evaluation for him. Michelle described building a
positive relationship with the boys’ special education teacher and how they partnered to ensure
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Elijah and Malachi had access to supports they thought would help them:
The special education teacher, she and I got really close and she helped me out a lot. She
guided me through everything. Anything that they were eligible for or she thought that
they would benefit from, she talked to me about it or recommended them for the program
and she was pretty helpful.
For this parent, special education was a means to an end - making sure her sons had every
possible academic support to aid their progress. Both the parent and teacher were invested in
Elijah and Malachi’s schooling and looked to special education as a way of providing
individualized support and services that was otherwise not available to the boys. While these
decisions were undoubtedly made with the best interests of the children in mind, there is a
tension here between Michelle ensuring her two children have what they need to be successful
and the larger issue of the disproportionate representation of minoritized students in special
education. Michell had to participate in the disabling of her sons to access additional academic
resources.
“Disability - It’s a Good Things and it’s a Bad Thing” Nicole
Nicole shared how her conceptualization of disability had expanded after she became the
parent of a child with a SLI classification:
When I was younger, usually you saw more of the physical…now that I have my own
children I see that there are other forms of disability…and that’s what makes your child
unique and different from other kids. So it’s just a little struggle but in the long run it's
worth it because there’s always going to be some type of shortcoming, well not always,
but you know when they have these shortcomings it doesn’t make them any less lovable.
Through her experiences with her own child, Nicole came to understand how disability
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encompasses more than what is visible and includes those who learn differently. Nicole
recognized that her son had a disability and saw this not as a fixed weakness, but as something
that could improve with time and support:
I know he has that disability, I know he's lacking and I try to explain to him just because
you lack something that doesn't make you a dummy, it doesn't make you stupid, it doesn't
make you slow, it's just you just need to take a little bit more time and have little bit more
patience to learn.
Nicole responded to her son’s disability by providing this encouragement as well as direct
support with his schoolwork (as detailed in finding one). This conveyed her underlying belief
that her child was capable of learning and improving his academic performance. She shared how
she felt it was her role, as well as the teacher’s, to “work a little harder and find other ways to get
him to learn.” It is noteworthy that some of the help Nicole believed Jason required involved
things like extra time and practice. For whatever reasons, these accommodations were not
available to her child in general education and he required a special education classification to
access them.
Interviews also revealed Nicole’s conflicted feelings related to disability labeling and
how these concerns influenced her approach to talking to Jason about his academic difficulties:
Disability, it’s a good thing and it’s a bad thing. The good thing about it is it makes the
adults more aware of what he’s lacking. It’s bad because when it comes to
classification…you know if you don’t fulfill a certain quality or quantity of things the
kids start classifying themselves as stupid and you have to be careful how you express
and how you explain things. You don’t want to use the wrong terminology…I had to put
it in a sense where I told him, you know how it takes you a little bit longer to get a hold
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of the new concepts in math? I said, that’s what I mean when you’re a little behind and
he’s like, but am I stupid? I said no, you’re not stupid! I said some kids learn faster than
others and then some kids need a little bit more time. So he doesn’t understand…I think
that’s what the problem is. And I try not to give him too much information because I
don’t want him to overload and blow a gasket!
Nicole described the special education referral process as helpful as it allowed her and Jason’s
teachers to “better recognize what he needed help with.” The referral ultimately led to special
education eligibility which opened opportunities for Jason to receive what Nicole described as
“the extra help he needed.” To Nicole, this was a double-edged sword. The disability
classification required by special education led to the school’s provision of extra services
(including speech and language therapy and occupational therapy) however; Nicole also worried
about the impact of this label on her child’s self-confidence and how he viewed himself as a
learner. She recognized the way disability status “others” children. Michelle took a protective
stance where, rather than telling Jason he had a speech and language disability, she explained to
him that “he had a delay,” and was “a little behind.”
“He’s Capable of Doing Everything” Jessica
Jessica’s conceptualization of disability was shaped by her experiences as the mother of
two sons with disabilities. Her older son, Jamie, had an autism classification and was placed in a
special class for students with intensive communication and behavioral needs. Jessica’s younger
son, Robby, had full access to general education in an Integrated Co-Teaching (ICT) class and
received speech and language therapy as a related service.
Jessica described her thinking about Robby’s SLI classification when he was evaluated as
a kindergartner:
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In the beginning it did make sense. In the beginning, when he was examined because I
wondered why he wasn’t speaking as much or it wasn’t clear as it should have been. My
concern was I thought he was autistic like his brother but I found out it was just a speech
delay. So it was appropriate to be examined on that label.
Similar to Nicole, Jessica saw Robby’s language needs not as a fixed disability, but as something
that could improve with time and support. She noted the progress Robby had made and that now,
as an eighth grader, he no longer required the same level of special education support as when he
was younger:
I think he’s doing very well cause my son is doing well in his reading and he’s
understanding his math thanks to them helping out and how he pronounces words more
better. He’s getting clearer and clearer by the moment…More what was heavier of what
he needed is kind of getting lighter, a little lighter by the moment.
When asked what she thought of Robby’s disability classification now, Michelle replied, “I
would say half way a bit…I think he’s in a good level of achieving his IEP goals.”
While Jessica accepted Robby’s classification, even as she noted his improvement, she
believed the term disability applied to her sons in very different ways. Jessica shared that Robby
was “capable of doing everything” and described his speech and language issues as “delays”
whereas her older son needed more extensive and long term special education support. Jessica
described her experiences dealing with a “red tape situation between the statuses of my sons and
the two statuses between their abilities and disabilities” where she had more difficulty accessing
services for her son with autism than for Robby. She saw this as discrimination between
“children with delays versus children with total disabilities.” Jessica also made a distinction
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between “temporary” and “permanent” disabilities. With time and additional academic help,
Robby was improving and was not disabled to the same degree as Jamie.
“I Don’t Like to Sugarcoat Things, I’d Rather Be Straightforward” William
At the time of this interview, William had recently been granted full custody of Ryan
after protracted legal proceedings. He expressed his concerns about not being informed of
Ryan’s
status as a student with an IEP:
I just was never being informed with anything when it came to his schooling…I didn’t
know anything about his IEP, I didn’t know he had an IEP, I was unaware of the
diagnosis. I mean everything is just coming to light to me now…I just feel that if I’d
known about these situations with him before, I may have been able to reach out to other
resources to get him help.
William shared more about how he felt disconnected from the school and how he believed this
limited his ability to support Ryan, “I always wanted to express myself to others at the school but
they just never had the time…I’m quite sure I was judged a lot in that school.”
Now that he was becoming aware of Ryan’s behavioral and academic challenges at
school, and had increased access to information as Ryan’s primary guardian, William was
committed to ensuring that his son received all of the support he needed to make progress, “My
feelings straight up is whatever resources y’all have to offer him, fine. If it’s gonna benefit him,
fine. I have no problem with that, none at all.” For William, part of this support involved
accepting his son’s disability classification and special education status:
I agree with the findings because…he’s not normal. Ryan’s not normal. It’s in him to
want to learn and to know and have the knowledge and understand things but something
that’s hampering him to open up and express right from wrong.
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In discussing how disability applied to his son, William continued:
It’s a word I don’t care for but I don’t like to sugarcoat things. I’d rather be
straightforward and yes, he does have a disability. Do I think my son has a learning
disability? Yes. Do I feel my son has emotional disability? Yes.
While it was difficult for William to acknowledge his son’s disability, especially given his
inability to participate more in decision making in the past, William was focused on the future
and making sure Ryan had the help he needed to improve. This involved learning more about
Ryan’s diagnoses, which included ADHD, “I would love someone to explain that to me. What’s
the side effects? How do I know? What is it that I should be looking at? To notice?” William was
also in the process of finding additional outside therapy to supplement the counseling sessions
Ryan was receiving at school. In this way, William drew upon all available resources, including
special education to provide support for his son.
Negotiating the Complexities of Disability Classification
Given the prevalence of the medical model of disability, and its particular stronghold
over special education, it is not surprising that most participants described disability using
deficit-based and medicalized language. Jessica talked about having Robby “examined” as a
toddler to rule out autism. Michelle and Nicole described disability in terms of what their
children were “lacking” academically and William interpreted his son’s behavior as deviating
from what was “normal.” Despite their reservations about disability labeling, or where they fell
on the continuum, all families tolerated ableist language because their ultimate goal was to make
sure their children had what they needed to learn. In listening to families talk about their
children’s needs and reviewing IEPs and other data, one question kept begging to be asked: Why
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couldn’t the needs of these students, all labeled with high-incidence classifications, be met
within general education?
Discussion and Implications
Interviews with families demonstrated their commitment to their children’s education and
well-being. This stands in contrast to deeply-rooted deficit perspectives of minoritized students
and their families (Harry et al., 2007; Harry & Klinger, 2014). In conducting this research, I
grew to understand participants more deeply than I had in our prior relationship as
parent/guardian and representative of the school. Instead, I developed a deeper appreciation for
the ways these families supported their children academically and their investment in their
present and future happiness. A key implication for teachers and school administrators is to
actively reject master narratives rooted in deficit thinking of minoritized families and to instead
start with an assumption of competence and an openness to partner with them to secure the best
possible outcomes for their children. One possible framework is to engage Gonzalez and Moll’s
(2002) Funds of Knowledge to learn about families’ strengths and areas of expertise and actively
work to bring these into the classroom.
Findings also exposed how families were operating within an educational landscape
dominated by deficit-based, medicalized conceptualizations of disability. Families had to learn
how to negotiate this system to provide their children with additional academic support. Harry et
al. (2007) explained how disability, specifically, high-incidence disabilities are constructed,
“Decisions about the ‘judgment’ categories really represents professionals’ perceptions about
how close a child’s performance is to an arbitrary dividing line between ‘normalcy’ and
‘disability’” (p. 8). Inequitable initial referral processes, biased testing, limits imposed on
parental participation during IEP meetings, and weak or nonexistent parent-school partnerships
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all contribute to the sidelining of parents and the overrepresentation of minoritized students in
special education. While investigating the mechanisms that led to student’s classifications is
beyond the scope of this study, participants revealed how they grappled with the disabling
structures that were prerequisite to their children receiving additional services. Sandra outright
rejected Gabriel’s status as disabled and found his Emotional Disturbance classification without
merit; however, she tolerated these labels so that her grandson could continue to receive the
support she believed was helpful to him. Similarly, Michelle saw her sons as just needing extra
help, but accepted that special education referral and placement was required to make sure they
got this help. A DisCrit lens allows exploration of how these individually made decisions
connect to larger systems of inequity that result in minoritized students’ overrepresentation in
high-incidence special education classifications.
Rather than forcing families to submit to labeling they do not believe is truly reflective of
their children, I reiterate Harry and Klinger’s (2014) recommendation that “special education
should be reconceptualized as a set of services that are available to children who need them,
without the need for a disability label” (p. 184). This would require a dramatic shift in general
education. Instead of sorting and removing students who deviate from a constructed “normal,”
general education would expand its capacity to support the variability of all learners. Speaking
specifically about students with high-incidence classifications, Harry and Klingner (2014)
explained, “We do not deny that some students need more assistance than others - but we believe
that for the majority of students this support can and should be provided within general
education” (p. 183). One option is for schools to implement the guidelines of Universal Design
for Learning by providing multiple means for student engagement, representation of content, and
action and expression for demonstrating learning (Meyer et al., 2014).
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Ferri (2009) described special education as “a parallel system to general education, the
dual system of education privileges certain groups by separating them and marginalizing students
general education casts as problematic or difficult” (p. 418). Without a conscious effort to
dismantle special education as it exists, minoritized students remain at risk of inappropriate
special education placement. Meiners (2007) warned, “Once students are ‘acquired’ by a
disability, they often, not always, are provided with important resources, but they are also
frequently segregated, documented, and tracked. Their disability has an institutional life” (p.
146). In some cases, special education provided children of participants in this study with
increased access to educational support; however, there were instances where students were not
receiving all of their mandated services. In all cases, these students were “documented,”
“tracked” and disabled with the consent of their parents who wanted their students to receive
support. These individual stories add up to an unjust system where minoritized students’ needs
are pushed out of general education and into the margins.
A final implication speaks to the need for additional research that privileges the
perspectives of minoritized students and families as they negotiate unjust, ableist educational
systems, including special education. It also suggests the need to perhaps dismantle the ways in
which parents adopt and internalize deficit perspectives of their own children, because of the
way that they are socialized into the special education process. Only with their insight will we be
able to “imagine dis/ability otherwise” (Ferri, 2008, p. 426).
Limitations
There are two main limitations to this study. First, due to constraints in time for both
participants and a limited time available for data collection, I was unable to conduct follow-up
interviews with two of the families. This may have impacted the depth of information available
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to answer the research questions. Second, since I am a long time employee of the school where
the research was conducted and am well-known by the participants, it is possible that these
relationships influenced the outcomes of the study. Families may have been reluctant to share
their thoughts candidly given my employment at the school.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to center the experiences of families as they negotiated
special education placement and disability classification for their students with intersecting
marginalized identities. Findings revealed the ways families tolerated labels to secure needed
help for their children and builds on the work of scholars problematizing the dividing line
between general and special education (Collins, 2003; Connor, 2013; Ferri, 2009). This study
also adds to research using DisCrit to illuminate experiences of families with intersecting
marginalized identities as they navigated special education systems for their children.
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CHAPTER IV
“I Just Call Myself Hallway Jay Cause I’m Always in the Hallway:” Seeking Safety at the
General-Special Education Divide
Introduction and Purpose
Research tells us that most students who are referred for special education evaluation are
ultimately found eligible for services (Algozzine et al., 1982; Meehan et al., 1986; Skiba et al.,
2006). Further research reveals how students with intersecting marginalized identities are at
increased risk of having their learning differences pathologized (Annamma et al., 2016) resulting
in the overrepresentation of minoritized students in special education (Artiles et al., 2010;
Donovan & Cross, 2002; Harry & Klingner, 2014; Sullivan & Artiles, 2011). These students are
most often disabled under one of the high-incidence and subjective classifications including
Learning Disability, Speech and Language Impairment, Emotional Disturbance, and Intellectual
Disability (Bal, 2013; Klingner & Harry, 2006; Losen & Orfield, 2002). Scholars have attempted
to uncover the complex reasons why Black and other minoritized students are over-referred to
special education (Skiba et al., 2006; Harry & Fenton, 2016). Reasons include teacher bias when
students fail to conform to white middle class academic and behavioral norms (Ahram et al.,
2011; Harry et al., 2005), deeply embedded deficit views of students and families (Harry et al.,
1995; Harry, 2007; Kalyanpur et al., 2000), inequitable assessment practices (Larry P. v. Riles,
Proctor et al., 2012, Reid & Valle, 2004), and insufficient opportunities to learn in general
education (Darling-Hammond, 2001).
The stark dividing line between general and special education exacerbates the problem of
overrepresentation. Special education acts as a sorting mechanism that removes unwanted
students from general education spaces (Collins, 2013; Ferri, 2009; Meiners, 2007; Skrtic,1991;
Valle & Connor, 2011). The exacting boundaries of general education limit access to students
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who comply with normative expectations (Reid & Valle, 2004) instead of expanding its ability to
address expected variability among learners (Meyer et al., 2014). Meiners (2007) explained:
The nature of ‘special education’ categorization perpetuates problematic assumptions
about normalcy instead of disrupting them. The range of professionals and expert
practices involved in this classification actually function to inhibit the recognition of the
immensity of the disciplinary apparatus that is being set into motion. Through one
framework these processes are helpful, empowering, natural, scientific, or even ‘just,’
and simultaneously these processes can track students away from education, and into
invisible and abnormal identities in the blink of an eye (p. 148).
Unaware of the larger systems at play, well-meaning teachers and parents recommend students
for evaluations as a means of accessing additional support unavailable in general education.
Unfortunately, these attempts to secure extra help are done without consideration of the dubious
quality of special education supports or services available to minoritized students (Connor &
Ferri, 2007; Harry & Klingner, 2014; Harry et al., 2007). The odds of minoritized students
receiving high-quality special education services is further jeopardized given they typically
attend schools with less funding and fewer resources (Artiles, et al., 2002), less experienced
teachers (Darling-Hammond & Post, 2000), and higher rates of staff turnover (Simon & Johnson,
2015).
Given these concerns, additional research describing the experiences of minoritized
students after special education placement is needed to fully understand the impact on their
educational trajectories. The purpose of this study was to understand the experiences of one such
middle school student navigating special education placement under one of the high-incidence
classifications.
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Theoretical Framework
Disability Critical Race Theory (DisCrit) draws from Disability Studies (DS) and
Critical Race Studies (CRT) to understand the “ways in which both race and ability are socially
constructed and interdependent” (Annamma et al., 2016, p. 13). This framework facilitates
exploration of the impact of the racialization of disability on students with multiple marginalized
identities. Specifically, in understanding how these students are vulnerable to being disabled
under the high-incidence special education classifications, “DisCrit recognizes the shifting
boundary between normal and abnormal, between ability and disability, and seeks to question
ways in which race contributes to one being positioned on either side of the line” (Annamma et
al., 2016, p. 18). DisCrit also interrogates the “double-edged sword” where minoritized students
receive special education due to disability classifications but are at the same time subject to
“segregation and stigmatization” as well as lower quality services than white counterparts
(Annamma, et al., 2016, p. 23).
Discussions of space have been critical to special education since the 1975 passage of the
Education of All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142, now the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act) and its edict that students be placed in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE).
Scholars have long debated where students in special education should be educated (Carlberg &
Kavale 1980; Dunn, 1968; Zigmond, 2003) with some pushing for special class placements
(Kauffman, 1995) and others advocating for inclusion (Brantlinger, 1997; Valle & Connor,
2011). The stakes for multiply marginalized students are high since placement decisions
drastically limit or expand their access to general education curricula.
Soja’s (2010) sociospatial dialectic allows exploration of the inextricable links between
special education and space, “There exists a mutually influential and formative relation between
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the social and the spatial dimensions of human life, each shaping the other in similar ways'' (p.
4). DisCrit creates opportunities “for considering the sociospatial dialectic, recognizing how
racism and ableism banished bodies to quarantined spaces” (Annamma, 2018, p. 21). This
attention to space is critical given the ways that special education has been used to push
minoritized students out of general education spaces. A DisCrit lens, further informed by the
sociospatial dialectic, facilitates exploration of the macro and micro-level decisions and
influences that shape the experiences of minoritized students in special education.
Methods
This research draws on data from a larger study investigating the experiences of
minoritized middle school students receiving special education under one of the high-incidence
disability classifications. For this paper, I focused on Jason’s story by combining constructivist
grounded theory and Education Journey Mapping (EJM) to answer the following questions:
(1) What are the lived school experiences of a Black middle school student with the highincidence disability classification of Speech and Language Impairment?
(2) What impact did special education placement have on this multiply-marginalized student
as he negotiated school spaces?
Grounded theory methodology provides guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data
to generate theory (Charmaz, 2014). Saldaña (2011) described grounded theory as:
An analytic process of constantly comparing small data units, primarily but not
exclusively collected from interviews, through a series of cumulative coding cycles to
achieve abstraction and range of dimensions to the emergent categories’ properties.
Classic grounded theory works toward achieving a core or central category that
conceptually represents what the study is all about. This core or central category
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becomes the foundation for generating a theory about the process observed (p. 7).
Charmaz (2017) explained the utility of constructivist grounded theory for research focused on
promoting social justice, “By providing analytic tools to probe how events, processes, and
outcomes are constructed, the method provides a means of studying power, inequality, and
marginality…Critical inquiry takes into account how problematic phenomena develop and what
their consequences are” (p. 39). Another strength of constructivist grounded theory is its
acknowledgment of the role of the researcher in generating knowledge in partnership with
participants (Charmaz, 2014).
Building on the work of scholars who used identity mapping with Muslim American
youth (Futch & Fine, 2014; Katsiaficas, et al., 2011; Sirin & Fine, 2008), Annamma (2018a)
developed Education Journey Mapping to investigate the experiences of incarcerated Girls of
Color with disabilities. Researchers have used Education Journey Mapping to understand the
socio-spatial construction of whiteness among teacher candidates (Beneke, 2021) and to unpack
disabled teacher candidates experiences with ableism (Siuty & Beneke, 2020). According to
Annamma (2017) this method, “allows for historically marginalized students to uncover
cartographies of inequity, the physical and social spaces in their education trajectories that
transmit injustice” (p. 47). Further, this form of data collection is inclusive as it does not rely
solely on verbal and written communication, adds visual data that sits in conversation with
interviews, and allows students to reflect on their learning across time (Annamma, 2018b).
Annamma (2018a) outlined five components of this method. First, participants were given a
constructive prompt with guidelines on how to create their maps. Next, participants were
provided with continual access to the prompt (either by giving them a printed copy or displaying
the prompt). Participants were given basic drawing materials such as blank paper and markers to
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create their maps. The third component, providing genuine reciprocation, requires the researcher
to create and share her own EJM. This step leads to articulating complex positionality, where
researchers and participants “explicitly discuss both the commonalities and differences between
our identities and stories” (Annamma, 2018a, p. 24). Finally, the researcher expresses authentic
gratitude to participants for their willingness to share their experiences. This important step also
serves to build relationships and trust.
Participants and Setting
Jason was the focal student for this paper. Now in sixth grade, Jason had attended City
Prep Academy (CPA) since kindergarten. (All names of people and places are pseudonyms). See
Table 4 for additional demographic information describing Jason. From the end of his fourth
grade year, and throughout his entire fifth grade year Jason received fully remote instruction due
to COVID-19. Jason returned to in-person instruction for sixth grade beginning in August 2021.
Jason had an Individualized Education Program (IEP) and was receiving special education
services under the Speech and Language Impairment (SLI) disability classification. He was
recommended for an Integrated Co-teaching classroom. In this model, one general education
teacher and one special education teacher work together to teach a class that includes children
with and without disabilities (Friend et al., 2010). A purported strength of this model is that it
allows for increased small group instruction and provides more access to general education for
students with disabilities. Jason was also mandated to receive two individual occupational
therapy sessions each week as well as two group sessions of speech and language therapy.
Jason’s recommended services remained largely unchanged over the years. Table 5 shows his
IEP mandates across time.
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CPA is a Pre-K through eighth grade charter school located in a large city in the
northeastern United States. Families must apply for admission to CPA through a lottery. If
admitted, students attend at no cost to the family. Most students at CPA identified as either Black
(62%) or Latinx (35%) with 1% of students identifying as Asian. For the 2021-2022 school year,
26% of students at this school were receiving special education services. The overall rate of
special education classification for the school district was 19%. In addition to serving as the
researcher for this study, I have worked at CPA for over ten years first as a special education
teacher and now as an administrator.
At the time of this study, Jason’s school was experiencing unprecedented staffing
shortages that impacted his special education programming. Jason’s class started the year with
two math teachers, but one resigned in September and the school was unable to find a
replacement. By December, his second ELA teacher had also resigned. The occupational
therapist resigned in December and the school had not yet found a new therapist when data
collection ended in January. The only special education service that Jason received consistently
during his sixth grade year was speech and language therapy.
Table 4
Demographic Information for Jason
Student

Age Race

Gender

Grade

Disability
Program
Classification Recommendations

Years in
Special
Education

Jason

12

Male

6

Speech and
Language
Impairment

5

Black

Integrated Coteaching
Speech and
language therapy
Occupational
Therapy
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*All names are pseudonyms.
Table 5
Special Education Service Recommendations Across Time
2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2020-2021

2021-2022

Special
Education
Program

Integrated
Co-teaching
for ELA and
math

Integrated
Co-teaching
for ELA and
math

Integrated
Co-teaching
for ELA and
math

Integrated
Co-teaching
for ELA and
math

Integrated
Co-teaching
for ELA and
math

Speech and
Language
Therapy

1 individual
and 1 group
session
weekly

1 individual
and 1 group
session
weekly

1 individual
and 1 group
session
weekly

2 group
sessions
weekly

2 group
sessions
weekly

Occupational
Therapy

2 individual
sessions
weekly

2 individual
sessions
weekly

2 individual
sessions
weekly

2 individual
sessions
weekly

2 individual
sessions
weekly

Research Procedures and Data Sources
Individual Student Interview
Data for this study was collected between April 2021 and February 2022. First, Jason
participated in an initial student interview lasting 30-35 minutes. This in-depth, qualitative
interview followed a semi-structured format. I developed an interview protocol with guiding
questions that asked Jason to describe his past and present experiences at school (Appendix B).
He was also asked to share his thoughts on the different special education supports he was
receiving. The interview was intentionally structured informally to create space for Jason to
discuss topics I had not previously considered. The initial interview was conducted at the school
site during after school hours.
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Education Journey Mapping
Two weeks after the initial interview, Jason was asked to complete an Education Journey
Map (EJM). At the start of the mapping session, I shared the following prompt with Jason
(adapted from Annamma, 2018a).
Create a map of your education journey through school starting when you were little up
to now. You can include teachers and classmates, places, challenges, and positive
experiences you had along the way. Try to show how you feel about school and learning.
You can include what helps you in school and what isn’t helpful. You can use different
colors to show different feelings, symbols like lines and arrows, or words. These are just
suggestions, create a map that makes the most sense for you. After you draw your map,
you will have time to explain it to me.
To make sure Jason was comfortable completing this task, I provided two different EJM
examples describing my own school experiences. The first map showed a picture of a winding
road starting with kindergarten and concluding with my graduate school studies. This map used
words and pictures to describe my experiences throughout school. The second map consisted of a
timeline. It included the same information as the first map presented in a different format. My
goal in providing two different maps was to show Jason that he could present his EJM in
whatever way made the most sense to him. I added to my own maps while Jason worked on his.
There were two goals for this “genuine reciprocation” (Annamma, 2018a, p. 24). First, I hoped
Jason would feel more comfortable if I worked on my own map instead of watching him.
Second, this created an opportunity for “ingenuous interchange’ (Annamma, 2018a, p. 24). Jason
was allowed to ask questions about my maps just as I asked him questions about his.
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After Jason completed his EJM, I asked open-ended questions prompting him to share his
work (Appendix C). I asked him to talk about the meaning behind his color choices, which
events stood out most to him, and what he was most proud of and found most challenging.
Opportunities for participants to interpret their own maps is greatly important to this method,
“The humanizing approaches that underlie EJMs meant that these maps could not stand in
isolation to be interpreted by the researcher…they were not to be analyzed without student
voice” (Annamma, 2018a, p. 24). I wanted to be sure that I understood the meaning behind
Jason’s map and that I reported these accurately in the findings.
Review of Student Documents
To build a deeper understanding of Jason’s school experiences and his history in special
education, I reviewed IEPs (5), report cards (2), progress reports for speech and language (5) and
occupational therapy (3), and disciplinary information (1). Looking at IEPs across time allowed
me to build a more complete picture of the services Jason received throughout his elementary
and beginning middle school years. Report cards, progress reports, and review of disciplinary
information (a suspension letter) added another data point for understanding Jason’s current
levels of academic and behavioral functioning at school. Analysis of documents was informed by
a DisCrit lens to understand how special education systems worked to disable Jason and keep
him in special education throughout his elementary years and into middle school.
Data Analysis
All interviews (initial and EJM) were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Analysis
followed the three main phases of constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014). My goal in
using grounded theory was to center Jason’s actual words as much as possible. Research
questions shifted as Jason’s story emerged. While my goal during data analysis was to privilege
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Jason’s words, I acknowledge that his story has been mediated by my own experiences,
interpretations, and ways of knowing.
The initial phase involved line-by-line coding using In Vivo codes. During focused
coding, I reviewed initial codes and selected those that appeared to be most significant (either
because they were repeated or because they conveyed information that was central to Jason’s
experiences in school). This aligned with Charmaz’s (2014) instruction that “if the code is
telling, use it” (p. 145). Throughout data collection and coding processes, I wrote analytic
memos to summarize and make sense of the data as it took shape. Revisiting memos was useful
during the third phase of coding where I identified categories that closely aligned with the data
and provided an organizational structure for sharing Jason’s experiences. These categories
included Jason’s strengths, reflections on positive early learning experiences, challenging times
in middle school where classrooms became hostile spaces, and Jason’s continuing resilience.
Positionality
I am a special educator who is increasingly skeptical of the benefits of special education
particularly for students with intersecting marginalized identities. While I acknowledge that
many students have benefitted from special education since the implementation of IDEA in
1975, I recognize the ways special education has been used to resegregate minoritized students
through the racialization of disability (Blanchett et al. 2005; Cavendish et al., 2015; Connor,
2017; Ferri & Connor, 2005). Ferri (2009) explained:
Special education ultimately functions not so much to serve students with special needs,
but also as a tool to shore up the exclusivity of general education - allowing it to maintain
a false sense of homogeneity and a rigid sense of normative practices that disempower an
ever-increasing number of students...I am arguing that what on the surface seems to
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support educational rights and access, paradoxically upholds social injustice and
exclusion.
Having adopted a Disability Studies in Education (DSE) stance (where I reject the medical
model of disability and instead acknowledge the way society disables people who are considered
abnormal) I now see the ways I have been complicit in maintaining the overrepresentation of
multiply-marginalized students in special education. With this new perspective, I am committed
to conducting research that privileges the stories of minoritized students in special education
with the goal of advocating for more equitable school experiences for these students.
Trustworthiness
Triangulation and member-checking were used to establish the trustworthiness of the
findings of this study (Cresswell, 2015). After the initial and EJM interview were conducted, I
transcribed all data verbatim and shared these transcripts with Jason. I encouraged him to review
the transcriptions for accuracy and told him he could request any changes he felt were necessary.
Also, I used multiple data sources to answer the research questions for this study. Jason
participated in two interviews, and completed an EJM. I also reviewed relevant documentation to
triangulate data.
Findings
Introducing Jason - “I Try to Help People, Advocate for Them”
Jason is twelve years old. He is small for his age and wears his hair in an afro. He has a
winning grin and a sophisticated sense of humor. Jason is sensitive and cares about the feelings
of his classmates. He lives with his mom, dad, older brother Bryce and their dog in a
neighborhood not too far from school. Family time is extremely important to Jason and he’s
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looking forward to traveling again as soon as the pandemic subsides. The big news in his family
these days is that Bryce starts college next fall.
Jason shared some of his strengths explaining, “Things I’m good at is ELA, reading, and
writing. And just being a friend to everybody.” Jason enjoys running track and playing Call of
Duty in his spare time. He wants to be a veterinarian when he grows up and still remembers
caring for the class rabbit in kindergarten. Helping others is important to Jason. When asked
what he wished his teachers knew about him he replied, “Something that I wish they knew about
me is that I’m an upstander. I try to help people, advocate for them. Like try to advocate for
others when they can’t speak.” In the following sections of this paper, Jason speaks for himself
providing detailed descriptions of his experiences as a middle school student with a highincidence disability classification. In sharing his story, Jason advocates for more just schooling
experiences for himself and his peers.
Looking Back at Preschool and Elementary School - “I was Learning Really Well”
Jason divided his Education Journey Map into three distinct sections:
Preschool/Kindergarten, Elementary School, and Middle School. See Figure 1 to review Jason’s
complete EJM. Under the first section, Jason wrote “learning great” and “learning a lot.” He
described his early schooling as largely positive:
Okay so for my younger days I put this scene when I was learning really great. When I
was learning really well. This is me, see the red and the green? The red is supposed to be
a reference to when I first started but then the green shows that I was finally
understanding and I’m learning like everybody else now.
While he acknowledged some challenges when he first started school, Jason quickly felt that
things turned around and his learning improved. This may be related to the positive feelings he
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shared about his early elementary teachers, “They were very optimistic, you know? They didn’t
yell at us. They would treat us, they would give us donuts sometimes on special occasions.”
Jason indicated on his Education Journey Map that elementary school “was not so hard.”
As he entered his later elementary years, Jason noted a shift, “That’s when I was kind of losing
my good, like my good right here” (pointing to the elementary section of his map). By the time
he entered sixth grade, Jason’s school experiences were drastically different from the positivity
of his early years.
Figure 1
Jason’s Education Journey Map
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Experiencing Difficulty in Middle School - “Sixth Grade was a Big Bully”
Describing the middle school section of his journey map, Jason shared, “And then for
sixth grade I put six here and this is supposed to be the classroom door and then I said ‘the big
bully’ cause sixth grade is kind of kicking me a little bit…like schoolwork, it’s like a bully.”
Jason shared more detail about his map explaining, “This is like math and math is really tough. I
drew like little ninja bands on the numbers and they’re…beating me up a little bit.” When
pressed on what it was about math that made it so difficult, Jason replied, “I guess like the
complex stuff they ask us to solve.” At the bottom right of his map, Jason drew himself at his
desk and wrote, “Pulling through, life in school.” He expanded on this idea of pulling through
sharing, “Like when it gets really, really tough, and I feel like I can’t do it, I’m just sitting there
trying to pull through.” Jason’s education journey map and interviews revealed how school
became an increasingly hostile space, one that could not, or would not meet his needs.
“That Was Very Traumatizing for Me”
During interviews, Jason talked about the anxiety he felt at school. He shared how he
wished his parents understood “the anxiety I go through.” Much of this anxiety was related to
Jason feeling lost during math class. He spoke several times about the following incident:
Like around math time because I had an experience that was very traumatizing. I was
called up to the board and I couldn’t figure out the problem and I had people looking at
me, all my friends, you know? And I kept thinking that in their mind they were thinking
that I was stupid so you know that was very traumatizing for me having to work out the
problem. It was really traumatizing for me.
Jason described a clash between his teacher’s methods and his own needs as a learner.
Unpacking this incident further he explained:
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When a teacher asks a question and I say I don’t know, and I know there’s a lot of kids in
the class and I don’t know, I don’t want to hold up anybody because I can’t answer a
simple question. But he’s gonna keep me up there. I know he’s trying to push me but If I
don’t know the answer I don’t know! I used to have a fourth grade teacher that said, if
you don’t know we’ll come back to you.
Here, a simple shift, allowing additional think-time, would have supported Jason’s learning and
potentially prevented an incident that proved to have a lasting impact on Jason’s ability to
function in the classroom space.
Jason’s anxiety about being called to the board in math, and his focus on just trying to
“pull through” also prevented him from asking for help:
Not all the time because sometimes I kind of, I’m afraid to say help because I know like
in my classes when they ask does anybody need help I want to raise my hand but I can’t
because I’m afraid of people making fun of me.
Negative experiences, and a learning environment that was not supportive of his needs
repositioned Jason from learner to survivor. Math became something to be endured, where
success was measured by avoiding traumatic situations. Jason talked about “keeping up and
making sure I’m not embarrassing myself cause I have done that before and it’s not a good
feeling.” Jason did not feel safe in his classroom and his resulting preoccupation with avoiding
embarrassment severely impeded his opportunities to learn.
“I’m Trying My Best But I Just Don’t Understand
Jason’s responses revealed he perceived a mismatch between his needs and the services
he was receiving at school. This applied to related services, Integrated Co-teaching and
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challenges coping with teacher dispositions. Speech therapy was the only special education
service he received consistently; however, he did not feel like this was helpful:
Speech was kind of stressing me out. It’s been rough. I feel like I’ve outgrown it cause
the stuff we’re doing I feel like it’s too easy like I don’t really need it. I feel kind of like a
baby cause I’m still doing it. I’m in sixth grade, why are they still giving me these
sessions?
Jason’s speech mandate had changed only slightly in the five years since his classification. In
fifth grade, his therapist switched from one individual and one group session to two group
sessions weekly. When Jason entered sixth grade, his sessions were increased from 30 to 40
minutes (standard practice in his school district for middle school students). Still, Jason stated he
did not believe the work he was doing in the speech was helpful to his learning in the classroom.
He shared similar thoughts about occupational therapy, “I think I don’t need it anymore cause
I’ve been growing like I have better handwriting now and I just have no mood for it.” Jason’s
related service mandates for both speech and occupational therapy were written so that providers
could use either a push-in or pull-out model; however, Jason could not recall instances where he
had received these services in the classroom. Instead, he was pulled from class twice a week for
speech and twice a week for occupational therapy (when a provider was available). A review of
Jason’s most recent speech and language progress report (dated November 2021) stated the
following:
While Jason has completed his current goal of improving his high order inferential
reasoning skills, he continues to require moderate visual and/or verbal support while
extracting salient details to answer comprehension questions or to include in his written
responses. Highlighting, underlining, and writing jots while reading will continue to be a
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method used in our speech-language therapy sessions. In order to improve Jason’s written
language skills, we will utilize graphic organizers, check lists, provider's model, verbal
and visual support.
While it is reasonable to provide flexibility for therapists to determine the setting where services
will be delivered, it is notable that all of the supports recommended in this report could easily be
provided within the general education classroom by the speech therapist and/or the classroom
teacher.
In addition to concerns about related services, Jason also noted the absence of Integrated
Co-teaching after his return to in-person learning:
Before the pandemic, we used to have two teachers. Like every grade that I went to I had
two teachers, even in fourth grade and third grade and second grade, and first grade and
kindergarten. But then after fourth grade, we never had two teachers anymore.
He explained that he had previously found having two teachers helpful, “since we used to have
two teachers that kind of works out more.”
Finally, Jason talked about the importance of having teachers whose temperament
matched his own:
I mean I’m fine with one teacher, it just depends on their teaching methods. So, like, if
they’re a nice teacher, if they’re calm…then I’m fine with that as long as they’re not
constantly forcing you to answer every question. I don’t know the answers to everything.
Instead, Jason explained how teachers contributed to his feelings of anxiety:
I mean, I need one day when a teacher’s not yelling at me…I just need a break where I
don’t have to worry about needing to throw up sitting in math class. Like the second I sit
down I start to feel it…I’m trying my best but I just don’t understand.”
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Even when Jason was aware that the teacher wasn’t directly addressing him, and was instead
speaking to other students who were engaging in acting out behaviors, this clash of dispositions
impacted his ability to learn, “It makes me feel a little anxious because when I get yelled at I
think I’m directly getting yelled at when I’m not. Mr. Gaines is just stressed because we can’t get
the learning done.”
“I Just Call Myself Hallway Jay”
Jason’s response to constant feelings of anxiety in school was to remove himself from the
physical space of the classroom. He explained, “School is stressing me out. It’s been
rough…And I just call myself hallway Jay cause I’m always in the hallway.” Jason spent long
stretches of math class in the hallway. Sometimes, he would ask the teacher’s permission, and
other times, particularly when there was a substitute or when his classmates were acting out, he
would simply leave without asking. The hallway offered a relative sense of safety. Jason shared,
“I do want to stay in math class but when I’m uncomfortable sometimes I just sit in the hallway.”
Eventually, as he got to know me better, Jason would come to my office during math class. We
would review his math work in my office, or I would sometimes push into his class. However,
due to my responsibilities at the school, the support I offered Jason was inconsistent.
While his removal from the classroom was initially voluntary, as the year progressed and
he became increasingly frustrated, Jason was eventually suspended from school. The suspension
letter indicated that he had shouted at his English teacher and moved towards her in a way that
was deemed “aggressive.” Here it is important to note once again Jason’s slight build and short
stature. Prior to this incident, Jason had never been subject to exclusionary discipline at school.
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“It’s a Little Tough But I’m Hanging in There”
Despite the many challenges he faced, and the failure of the school to provide support
(including not receiving all of his mandated special education services) Jason demonstrated
resilience. Jason indicated on his education journey map there were times when school was “not
so challenging.” He explained, “So there I put not so challenging cause I have my moments
where I do know…so this is a teacher, this is me. They’re asking me for an answer and I said the
right answer.” Jason remained hopeful that he would get through this challenging school year
and predicted he would develop perspective on these experiences in time, “Sixth grade was the
big bully but later on I was able to see it wasn’t so challenging.” He further explained:
School now is kind of challenging cause we just came back from online school and it’s
been a big adjustment…school now it’s a little tough but, I’m hanging in there…middle
school is just constantly coming at me but I’m learning how to get through it.
Jason was proud of himself for “pulling through in school when it’s getting really tough.” His
words reveal the extreme resolve it took him to survive schooling in hostile spaces that did not
address his learning needs.
Discussion and Recommendations
Overall, this study found that Jason experienced extreme stress at school characterized by
academic difficulties in math and feeling increasingly unsafe in classroom spaces. Education
Journey Mapping, and DisCrit analysis with attention to the sociospatial dialectic, revealed how
Jason’s position in the world — a Black student with a high-incidence disability attending an
urban school — and societal and school contexts led to the exclusion of his needs from
classroom spaces.
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As mentioned previously, Jason’s school was experiencing high rates of teacher turnover.
While it is likely that staffing issues at the school were exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic,
this had been an issue at the school in previous years and is a common problem for charter
schools generally (Waitoller, 2020). Because of this staffing problem, the school was unable to
provide Integrated Co-teaching as indicated on Jason’s IEP. Instead, he had only one teacher for
both ELA and math. This undoubtedly limited opportunities for Jason to receive the small group
and individualized instruction that may have assisted his math performance. This study did not
include teacher interviews, but it is likely that not having a co-teacher added to the remaining
teacher’s workload and limited his capacity to meet individual student needs. However, findings
also suggested that simple pedagogical shifts within the classroom could have facilitated Jason’s
learning and feelings of safety, even with one teacher in the room. For example, using individual
white boards rather than having students work out problems publicly at the board or providing
additional “wait time” for students to respond to questions.
Jason’s status as a student with a disability positioned his needs outside of general
education spaces. Because general and special education are seen as two separate entities (Ware,
2009), in the absence of a designated special education teacher, no one was responsible for
supporting his learning. This aligns with existing research describing the separation of
responsibilities for students with IEPs (Fennick & Liddy, 2001; Kangas, 2017). Stranded here, at
the general-special education divide, Jason sought safety in the hallway where he could
temporarily escape the demands of the classroom. As his frustrations mounted, Jason reached his
breaking point and shouted at his teacher. This behavior led to his removal from school through a
one day out of school suspension. Much has been written about the overrepresentation of Black,
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male students with disabilities in exclusionary discipline (Losen, et al., 2014; Skiba, et al., 2011)
and how this can place students on dangerous trajectories (Annamma et al., 2014).
This paper focused on Jason’s experiences after special education placement and did not
investigate the decisions made before his referral or during the initial evaluation process. I do not
deny that Jason may have specific speech and language or other learning related needs that must
be addressed in his schooling. What is less clear is if these needs should be viewed as a disability
or are simply illustrative of the natural variability we should expect across learners. Either way,
evidence indicated special education did little to support his learning because he did not receive
the services or because he perceived them as unhelpful. Rather than locating blame within
students for not learning the way schools expect them to, I recommend reenvisioning schools as
inclusive spaces that address the needs of all learners to the fullest extent possible. Reid and
Valle (2004) explained:
We recognize that individual differences may have neurological, biological, cognitive, or
psychological aspects and that science, technology, medicine, psychology, law, and
institutional practices have contributed significantly to the field. Nevertheless, our basic
assumption is that social justice is best served through the pursuit of increasingly more
comprehensive, pluralistic (not dichotomous) approaches to the conception of disability
and to research and instructional practices. We also believe that we need to learn how to
engage more productively in the process of inclusion and that we might never become so
sufficiently skilled that we are always able to include 100% of students for all of every
day (p.468)
That schools may not be able to meet all students' needs all the time does not mean they should
not strive for inclusivity.
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One promising framework for building inclusive schools is Universal Design for
Learning or UDL (Meyer et al., 2014). UDL promotes inclusive learning environments by
calling on teachers to anticipate and remove educational barriers for students. Rather than
focusing on remediation, UDL encourages teachers to plan lessons anticipating the variability of
learners (Meyers, et al., 2014, Spooner et al., 2007). Instead of viewing students as lacking or
disabled, UDL shifts the focus to ways that the classroom environment disables students by
failing to consider their needs.
Waitoller and King Thorious (2016) encouraged expanding UDL by combining it with
another inclusive framework, Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy (Paris & Alim, 2017). Building on
the work of Ladson-Billings (1995) and Gay (2002, 2010), CSP seeks to interrupt the privileging
of white, middle class ways of knowing and learning ins schools. Instead, CSP centers the
experiences of minoritized communities in the classroom and “explicitly calls for schooling to be
a site for sustaining the cultural ways of being of communities of color” (Alim & Paris, 2017. p.
5). Incorporating UDL and CSP will help build more inclusive classroom spaces that address the
needs of students with intersecting marginalized identities, rather than creating spaces where
their learning needs are left continuously unmet.
Finally, throughout the research process, Jason provided valuable insight into his
perceptions of special education. He was highly aware of his own needs and more than capably
shared his experiences. However, this valuable information was entirely missing from his IEP.
Under IDEA 2004, students over 14 years of age are encouraged to participate in IEP meetings
while younger students are typically left out of the process. School leaders, teachers, and parents
must find ways to incorporate input from younger students, including middle schoolers, during
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IEP development. In doing this, we acknowledge the humanity of our students and see them as
the experts of their own lives.
Limitations
Given my role at the school, I have a responsibility for advocating for the safety and
well-being of students. After hearing Jason’s story, I found it necessary to intervene believing
that the anxiety he was experiencing was harmful to his mental health. I approached his math
teacher, a colleague with whom I have a positive relationship and history of collaboration, and
discussed alternative instructional strategies that I hoped would decrease the stress Jason was
feeling in class. For example, rather than calling Jason to the board, he could work out the
problem on a small white board and hold this up so the teacher could review his work more
privately. My colleague was receptive to my suggestions and implemented them for Jason and
several other students in the class. I believe my colleague was doing the best he could within the
difficult circumstances he was working in (a severely understaffed school, not having a coteacher, and shifting back to in-person instruction during a pandemic). I made every effort to
preserve Jason’s privacy during the conversation I had with his math teacher and was cautious
about what information I shared. I told Jason I planned to talk with his teacher and let him know
once this conversation had taken place. I have known Jason and his family for eight years and
have built a positive relationship with them in my capacity as a teacher and school leader at
CPA. It is possible that this intervention and my relationship with Jason and his family impacted
the outcomes of this research.
Finally, providing Jason with examples of my own EJMs may have influenced his
choices in constructing his own map. In designing this study, I believed the benefits of engaging
in genuine reciprocation outweighed the risks of potentially influencing Jason’s map.
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Conclusion
In sharing his story, Jason provides insight into the school-based experiences of a Black
student with a high-incidence disability classification. General education spaces were unprepared
or unwilling to meet his needs and an IEP did not secure the specialized services he was entitled
to. While the school failed to provide IEP services, Jason, and other students in his position, were
the only ones who experienced any consequences. Jason was left to navigate challenging school
experiences largely on his own. When he finally reached his limit and engaged in what the
school categorized as an egregious acting out behavior, he was further excluded from school
spaces. Still, Jason was willing to share his story in the hopes that he would be helpful to others.
Additional research centered on the lived experiences of students like Jason is needed to fully
understand the scope of the problems created by the separation of general and special education
with the goal of promoting inclusive learning environments.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This qualitative, grounded theory study used DisCrit to understand the lived experiences
of minoritized students receiving special education services under one of the high-incidence
classifications. This research also investigated parent/guardian perspectives of special education
services and their conceptualizations of disability. Findings revealed that student’s special
education status did not guarantee they would receive the services they needed to thrive
academically and emotionally at school. Rather than labelling minoritized students as disabled, it
is recommended that schools engage inclusive frameworks such as Universal Design for
Learning and Culturally Sustaining Pedagogies. General education must expand its capacity to
support students with varying academic and behavioral needs.
This study also highlights the importance of conducting research that centers the
perspectives of minoritized students and families and recognizing them as the experts of their
own lives. Listening to students and their families and incorporating this feedback into IEPs can
support more equitable decision-making for multiply marginalized students. Finally, additional
research that investigates what happens to minoritized students after special education placement
is needed to understand how special education placement impacts these student’s educational
trajectories. This research will help teachers, school leaders, and families understand the shortand long-term consequences of placement decisions they make for multiply marginalized
students.
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Appendix B
Initial Student Interview Questions
Background Information:
What name would you like to go by for this project?
How old are you?
What grade are you in?
What are your strengths? What are you really good at (inside and/or outside of school)?
What do you want to be when you’re older?
When are you happiest?
Is there anything else you’d like to tell me about yourself?
Past Experiences in School:
What is your earliest memory of school?
What do you remember about your past teachers? What were your relationships with them like?
Did you get along with the other kids? What were your friends like?
What did you find easy or difficult about learning?
Were you ever held back? If so, what did you think about it when you were told? How did this
make you feel? Looking back, was being held back helpful to you in your opinion?
What types of things did your teachers do that helped you learn? What made it more difficult for
you to learn?
Did you ever get in trouble at school when you were younger? If so, do you remember what you
got in trouble for?
Did you ever win prizes or get an award in school?
Tell me what you remember about being evaluated for special education. What did this process
feel like? Did you feel that you were a part of this process? Did you and your parents talk about
it at all? Did you teachers talk with you about this? Your brothers and sisters? Friends?
Is there anything else you’d like to share about your experiences in school when you were
younger?
Current Experiences in School:
How long have you attended this school?
Tell me about your teachers this year. Do you get along with them? Are there any teachers you
feel especially close to? Are there any teachers you don’t get along with? If so, why?
Do you get along with the other kids? In what ways?
Tell me about your friends at school.
What prizes have you received this school year?
Do you ever get into trouble lately/during this school year? If so, what do you get in trouble for?
What is your best subject? What is your most difficult subject?
Tell me about the special education supports you are receiving. Do you find these helpful?
Who do you go to at school when you need help?
Do you know what an IEP meeting is?
Do your teachers and/or parents talk with you about your IEP? Do you know what goals you are
working on? Have you ever attended an IEP meeting?
Do you feel like you have a say in your education?
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How do you feel about having an IEP? What does this mean to you? Is this something you feel
you can share with your classmates or do you feel it’s more a private thing? Why?
Can you explain what your disability category is? Why do you think you are receiving special
education services? How would you describe special education to a friend?
What do you wish your teachers knew about you?
I’m interested in knowing about different types of teachers you had. If you stop and think for a
bit, how many white teachers did you have? How many teachers of color?
To some people it makes a difference, to others it doesn’t. What do you think? Can you say a
little more? Can you give me an example?
Is there anything else you’d like to share about your current experiences in school?
Learning Outside of School:
Who are your most important teachers (meaning, people who teach you things) outside of
school?
How does your family support your learning in school?
Who do you talk with about your experiences in school?
What do you wish your family understood about school?
Is there anything else you want to tell me about learning outside of school?
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Appendix C
Education Journey Map Follow-up Questions (adapted from Annamma, 2018a)
Tell me about your education journey map.
What do the different colors mean?
What stands out to you most?
What are you most proud of?
What are some of the biggest challenges?
What would you like to add to your map in the future?
Is there anything else you want to tell me about your map?

